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Abstract
The development of new information and communication technologies has
enabled innovative concepts such as open government and citizen sourcing to
emerge. The integration of citizens in governmental activities is more important
than ever as they can actively participate, engage, and coproduce over online
channels with administrations (Linders, 2012). This master’s thesis
investigates why citizens engage in citizen sourcing platforms and what
influences them to provide valuable input. Based on the theoretical
background of open government and citizen sourcing, followed by studies on
the success of information systems, public service motivation, and motivation
in general, four hypotheses and a subordinate research question are formed.
The analysis of this thesis is based on the citizen sourcing application “Züri wie
neu” on which users can report issues with cities’ infrastructure. Therefore,
twenty factors that influence citizens to utilize “Züri wie neu” are surveyed, and
a coding of the reports submitted by users is conducted to investigate their
value. Thus, the association between the surveyed factors and the value of
reports is examined by performing a linear regression analysis in R, which is a
software for statistical computing. The results indicate that a high system
quality of the application, as well as citizens who are motivated to use “Züri wie
neu” for their own-use or altruistic reasons, issue rather high-value reports.
Nevertheless, the analysis also reveals several factors that have a negative
effect on the value of reports. Overall, this master’s thesis provides a
comprehensive overview of factors that influence citizens to issue high-value
reports on the citizen sourcing application “Züri wie neu”.
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1 Introduction
Cities are the living space of tomorrow. Worldwide, the number of inhabitants
in cities is increasing, while rural areas tend to remain constant (Gassmann,
Böhm, & Palmié, 2018). At least a million new people are moving into cities
every week. Already today, 55 percent of the world’s population lives in cities,
and by 2050, an estimated 68 percent will live in urban areas (UN, 2018). The
rapid population growth in urban areas brings significant challenges to
infrastructure, especially in metropolises with huge populations, such as
Shanghai or Delhi. However, even smaller cities such as Zurich are
challenged, and high demands are placed on the infrastructure.
Challenges of a growing city include environmental pollution and associated
health problems. Smog is an issue faced not only by China but also many
European cities. In addition, increased traffic and high population density can
lead to conflicts as people are becoming more mobile. Although commuters
and tourists are not residents of a city, their concentrated volume places a high
burden on infrastructure (Gassmann et al., 2018). Cities consume about 70
percent of global energy use, which, among other factors, leads to a scarcity
of resources. Other challenges include demographic change or social conflicts.
Overall, the range of challenges that cities are facing is tremendous (Musa,
2016). Innovative concepts such as the smart city actively seek to combat
these negative economic, social, and political aspects and other challenges of
a growing city. Smart cities make use of new information and communication
technologies to develop the social and ecological living environment. For this
purpose, numerous amounts of data are collected from devices, citizens, and
assets and are accordingly analyzed (McLaren & Agyeman, 2015). In the
smart city concept, devices that collect data are connected with the network.
This allows urban officials to monitor real-time data to observe what is
happening in the city to optimize the quality, performance, and interactivity of
services. As a possible result, traffic and transportation systems can be better
managed to reduce congestion. Therefore, smart cities are better prepared to
face the abovementioned challenges and find an appropriate solution in a short
time (Bennett, Pérez-Bustamante, & Medrano, 2016).
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Considering the wide range of possibilities in which new information and
communication technologies can help in facing challenges associated with the
growth of cities, the concept of smart cities has great potential. In this context,
new technologies are often developed and implemented, especially in the
fields of energy and mobility. In addition, many technical applications for smart
cities are already available and must simply be expanded. However, in the
early stages of smart city concepts, little attention has been paid to social and
user-oriented demands. Often, citizens were not sufficiently placed at the
center nor involved in any decision making but were merely considered as
consumers. This led to newly developed and implemented technologies not
being accepted by citizens. Therefore, the development of the smart city
should not be considered as a purely technical challenge but rather a useroriented consideration. For the development of a smart city, the technical
foundation must be laid, but social and user-oriented aspects like the
involvement of citizens in decision making are just as important. Accordingly,
an optimal development into an economically, ecologically, and socially
sustainable city can only take place if changes in technology and social
aspects are coordinated within the concept of a smart city (Mandl & Schaner,
2012). Regarding this problem, new approaches have become popular that
consider both technical and social aspects. Those approaches are known by
the terms “citizen sourcing”, “open government”, or “government 2.0” (Sharma
& Kharel, 2015).

1.1 Problem
In addition to previous smart city concepts, open government and citizen
sourcing concepts enable citizens to actively participate in city services and
public tasks through the use of digital channels (Sharma & Kharel, 2015).
Enabled by new information and communication technologies, platforms of city
or governmental services are developed for citizens, who can collectively
engage in decision making, creation of public information, or provision of
services. The use of such platforms enables citizens to collaborate with cities
or governmental administrations, which strengthens their relationship. Linders
(2012) states in her article “from e-government to we-government” that citizens
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are no longer customers of governments, i.e. a passive community, but take
the role of partners as active co-producers. According to Chun, Shulman,
Sandoval, and Hovy (2010, p. 2):
This kind of participation enhances the Government’s effectiveness and
improves the quality of its decision. The principle of collaboration
demands partnerships and cooperation […] across all levels of
government and with nonprofit organization, business, and individuals to
improve the effectiveness of the government.
Accordingly, new information and communication technologies empower
citizens to engage in governmental actions. They contribute their knowledge,
and with the wisdom of the crowd, they aim to improve society (Chun et al.,
2010).
However, few studies exist on what motivates citizens to engage in such citizen
sourcing platforms and which factors influence them to share valuable input.
Usually, citizens do not earn financial rewards by collaborating with
governments or city administrations via citizen coproduction systems. Still,
many citizens participate voluntarily in governmental actions and decision
making (Fernandes & Remelhe, 2016). To fully understand the use and
potential of citizen sourcing applications, it is important to analyze citizens’
willingness and motivation to voluntarily take part in citizen sourcing via
specific virtual environments and how and in what manner citizens express
their participation on such platforms, i.e. if their input is valuable.

1.2 Aim of the Thesis
This master’s thesis is based on the existing citizen sourcing application “Züri
wie neu” (ZWN) in Zurich, Switzerland. In brief, the application is a citizen
sourcing platform where citizens can report damage or issues within the city’s
infrastructure, such as graffiti, damaged signals or streets, unauthorized
garbage disposal, etc. Several newspapers reported on this application,
highlighting both the benefits and the negative aspects of Zurich having its own
app on which citizens can grumble about minor issues (Theile, 2016). More
detailed information about the application ZWN is stated in the theory part of
this paper.
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The goal of this master’s thesis is to focus on factors that influence citizens to
issue high-value reports on ZWN. Therefore, an analysis of citizens’
willingness to voluntarily engage in citizen sourcing platforms is included, as
well as an investigation into factors that influence citizens to report issues that
are valuable to the city administration. Thus, the following overarching
research question is defined: What influences citizens to issue high-value
reports on the “Züri wie neu” platform?

1.3 Structure of the Thesis and Methodological
Approach
First, the terms “smart city” and “Web 2.0” are defined in the theory part.
Furthermore, theories about open government, citizen sourcing, and mobile
participation are clarified to get a better understanding of theoretical
perspectives on citizen sourcing platforms. Afterward, two examples of citizen
sourcing platforms, “Züri wie neu” and “FixMyStreet” are briefly presented. In
order to answer the research question, a theoretical approach to factors that
lead to high-value reports is provided, and several studies on information
system success, public service motivation, and motivation itself are analyzed.
Various hypotheses and subordinate research questions are derived from the
theory. The Research Center for Digital Sustainability at the University of Bern
collected data by conducting a survey whereby users were questioned for
feedback about ZWN and what influences them to participate. Furthermore,
the value of the issued reports was analyzed. Based on the collected data, a
quantitative analysis in the statistic program R is processed. The present
master’s thesis is intended to provide information on citizens’ willingness to
use the citizen sourcing application ZWN and what influences them to issue
high-value reports.
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2 Theory
This chapter provides a theoretical background for this master’s thesis.
Relevant studies and theories are discussed to carry out the data analysis in
a further step. First, the term “smart city” is briefly discussed since this paper
analyzes the “Züri wie neu” application, which is part of a smart city project of
Zurich. Subsequently, information about Web 2.0 is provided as this is a
prerequisite for a smart city and the core of the following theory. However, the
focus of the thesis is more on investigating ZWN from a perspective of citizen
participation and coproduction of citizens and administrations, which is better
covered by the theory of open government that is extensively addressed
before two real cases are presented. To answer the research question, various
factors are presented that support the success of open government systems.

2.1 Smart City
Since this master’s thesis focus is on the application “Züri wie neu” (ZWN), as
already mentioned, which is part of a Smart City project of the city of Zurich, it
is necessary to define the term Smart City first (Stadt Zürich, 2019).
In the literature, a variety of different definitions of a smart city exist. Therefore,
this section provides a brief overview of several definitions from different
angles. Many definitions result from various perspectives such as those of
universities, governments, and the private sector. The private sector places its
products at the center of the definition of smart cities. Siemens, for example,
focuses mainly on environmental aspects when defining smart cities, such as
an energy-friendly and sustainable city, while IBM focuses on new information
and communication technologies (ICT) and on information gained from data
analysis (Dameri, 2017). Cities themselves approach the term “smart city” from
a different angle. Amsterdam considers not only the modern infrastructure of
the city but also its citizens and their needs for a good quality of life
(Amsterdam Smart City, 2019). Similarly, Zurich does not focus on technology
but on the benefits for citizens and companies located in the city and is thus
promoting easy access to and a relationship with the city administration (Stadt
Zürich, 2019).
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Research has also produced various definitions. A frequently quoted paper by
Hall (2000) describes a smart city, i.e. creative city, as one that constantly
monitors its infrastructure and can thus be preventively maintained, resources
are optimized, and security is monitored to improve services for citizens (Hall,
2000). Nam and Pardo (2011) state that three factors - technology, institutions,
and people - determine a smart city and must interact well for it to function
properly.
All these definitions of and perspectives on smart cities describe their roles
and how it is necessary for different institutions in the public and private sectors
to network and take advantage of new information and communication
technologies to improve quality of life for citizens through a city’s infrastructure.
However, citizens must not be left out of consideration but should be involved
in participation and decision making (Dameri, 2017). Therefore, this master’s
thesis focuses more on the concept of open government since its focus is more
on participation and coproduction of citizens and administrations.

2.2 Web 2.0
Smart city and open government concepts are accessible because of the
development of new information and communication technologies. Since this
is a part of the generic term “Web 2.0” which is a prerequisite for the full
potential of the two mentioned concepts, this concept must also be defined.
Web 2.0 has encouraged many users to actively create and share content on
the Internet. It is characterized by a changed in use of the Internet, whereby
information on the web is no longer only passively consumed, but content is
actively produced by users. The focus of Web 2.0 is on giving users and
providers space to present themselves, communicate, and exchange
information. As a result of this reciprocity within the framework of Web 2.0, the
Internet is developing away from an information source to an interactive
medium (Kilian, Hass, & Walsh, 2008). However, the term “Web 2.0” can only
be defined with difficulty. Due to its rapid development and the broad
discussions in scientific, economic, and public communities, a common
understanding is missing (Alby, 2007). The term Web 2.0 was first used by Tim
O’Reilly in 2004 to name a technology conference in the United States. O’Reilly
states that Web 2.0 should discuss new applications and services that can be
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distinguished considerably from the earlier offerings of the Internet (O’Reilly,
2005). In the Web 2.0 concept, the World Wide Web is used as a technical
platform on which programs and user-generated content are provided. This
content is shared and mutually purchased and modified between users (Alpar
& Blaschke, 2008).
Social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are
particularly involved in the development of Web 2.0 and thus the interactivity
on the Internet. At present, social media is a frequently used term for the
transformation of passively consuming users into active content producers.
Sharing content with others on the web has become popular. Social media
channels are self-organized and easy-to-use platforms for interacting with
likeminded people (Stocker & Mayer, 2012). With the development of Web 2.0
and social media, challenges - and also chances - arise regarding the
communication of governments, companies, and other organizations. Not only
do organizations or governments determine the information that is
disseminated, but also users themselves affect this. This new form represents
a radical change in the way governments and organizations communicate.
They are increasingly using the Internet because, among other things, it is
becoming easier to interact with stakeholders. Furthermore, it can be seen as
a new opportunity for participation and interaction among users, i.e. citizens
and governments or organizations. In this way, the Internet offers numerous
new communicative options for conveying messages and influencing
stakeholders by offering online participation and interaction among
governments, organizations, and citizens (Huber, 2010).
In the past, the Internet has already stimulated speculation about political or
social consequences through interactive potential (Bräuer, Seifert, & Wolling,
2008). The current advances in the Internet, such as Web 2.0, give rise to all
these changes and to the question of how new ICT are changing the
relationship between governments and their citizens. Therefore, in the next
section, the term “open government” is defined as a new form of governmental
activities.
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2.3 Open Government
This section discusses the term “open government”, how it was established,
and its fundamentals. Subsequently, the subcategory of citizen sourcing,
which emerged from the open government concept, is addressed.
2.3.1 Way toward an Open Government
“The revolution in information and communication technologies (ICT) has been
changing not only the daily lives of people but also the interactions between
governments and citizens (Chun et al., 2010, p. 1).” Followed by the revolution
of new information and communication technologies, governments have
started to adopt a new form of digital public institution that enables them to
transform existing interactions with stakeholders, such as citizens and
businesses. The overall intention is to enhance governmental processes and
performance.
Step by step, governments are groping their way towards a digital institution.
Several steps indicate an important move towards the open government
concept. The first step is marked by governments’ digital presence.
Governments are present on the Internet and simply provide information
online. They publish information that can be quickly and easily accessed by
citizens or businesses as their passive customers. However, the information
flow is one-sided from government to stakeholders, and limited feedback
possibilities restrict conversations. In the second wave, some improvement
was made in conversations between governments and stakeholders in that
citizens or business can interact with governments via e-mail or contact forms.
In a third step, not only can conversations be held, but also transactions such
as tax declarations or relocation can be managed online by citizens or
businesses. The fourth and currently last step toward open government not
only describes a digitalization of processes, where paper-based tasks are
handled online, but, moreover, a cultural transformation toward shared
governance. The flow of information should be bilateral, i.e. information flows
from governments to citizens as well as from citizens to governments.
Moreover, it is not only about a seamless information flow but about full
transparency and collaborative decision making (Chun et al., 2010). In this
step, citizens and businesses are no longer customers of governments and a
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passive consuming community but take the role of partners as active
coproducers (Linders, 2012).
2.3.2 Open Government Fundamentals
Open government not only refers to the digitalization of governmental
processes from paper into digital form but mainly stands for the transformation
of a broad opening of government and administrations regarding the
population and economy (Sohn & Von Kortzfleisch, 2012). Open government
is characterized by a modern governmental relationship with society. This
results not only from an offering government, in which a government offers its
services to citizens, but also from governmental activities that tend to activate
citizens to engage in political-administrative actions (Hilgers, 2012).
The concept of the open government became widely popular with the election
of US President Barack Obama in 2009. On his first day as president, he
announced that together with his administration, he would form an open and
transparent government to gain citizens’ trust. The three cornerstones transparency, public participation, and collaboration - supported his strategy
as fundamentals of an open government. Obama argued that a government
should be transparent by regularly informing its citizens about governmental
activities and new decisions. For this purpose, a government should use new
information and communication technologies to publish information online,
offer the public easy access to information, and give governments the
opportunity to obtain public feedback. Another cornerstone is participation;
knowledge is widespread in society, and governments should benefit from
having access to this collective knowledge. Therefore, a participatory
government is needed to enable citizens to share their knowledge with the
state and other citizens. With collective knowledge and wisdom of the crowd,
the quality of government decisions is further ensured. Furthermore, an open
government should also promote collaboration among citizens, government,
and businesses to work together, and participants should be given the
opportunity to evaluate collaboration via feedback to identify new opportunities
for collaboration (Obama, 2009).
The demands for participation and collaboration make it clear that civic
participation is an integral part of the open government concept. However, the
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possibility to participate in public activities and to collaborate with public
institutions is not a reinvention of the open government concept but the
fundamentals of a democracy (Sohn & Von Kortzfleisch, 2012). Nonetheless,
the participation approach has been broadened by the open government move
by encouraging the population to express its ideas and feedback (Lee & Kwak,
2012). Also, the term “transparency” was extended in the open government
concept by the so-called open data movement, a cultural change to provide
data stocks that are in the general interest of society. The open data movement
requires citizens to have access to those data, which are free of charge, in
open formats, and up to date, and they are allowed to use and reuse the data.
Possible data stocks include, for example, air and water quality, government
donations, records of households, and many more (Hilgers, 2012). This
section has given an overview of the fundamentals of open governments. In
the next section, the communication flow between citizens and governments,
enabled by Web 2.0, is examined in more detail.

2.3.3 Open Government and Web 2.0
The involvement of citizens in governmental activities implies a new form of
added value for a government that goes far beyond the digitalization of
paperwork or administrative processes via the Internet. Nevertheless, Internet
platforms and applications in particular new information and communication
technologies are a central channel for new opportunities in participation,
collaboration, and transparency (Hilgers, 2012).
For a transparent government, effective communication, as well as
comprehensive information for citizens in the political process, is fundamental
to gain citizens’ trust in governmental institutions (Habermas, 1996). To gain
the trust of the population and form an open government, it is necessary for
representatives to document and publish all political processes. This includes
tendering and award procedures or new regulations and parliamentary
processes (Sohn & Von Kortzfleisch, 2012).
New communication and information technologies, such as Web 2.0, social
media, and mobile connections, represent channels that can be used for the
information flow of governmental activities and for feedback, coproduction, and
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collaboration among governments, citizens, and businesses. Those ICT
technologies represent an important tool of the open government concept and
offer incredible possibilities (Johnston & Hansen, 2011). According to Bertot,
Jaeger, and Hansen (2012), social media has become a central tool for open
governments in a very short time due to growing expectations of the
relationship between citizens and states. Today, social media platforms, as
well as online collaboration platforms, offer immense possibilities to reach a
level of co-creation and collective actions. The advantages of online platforms
compared to offline versions are greater due to the fact that more people can
be reached, addressed, and activated. People with common interests can
easily exchange information or make decisions in collaboration with their
peers. Therefore, the interactivity via new ICT allows for mass production and
collaboration, participation, and also transparency for governmental activities
(Linders, 2012).
However, new ICT technologies bring new challenges. Thus, it is important to
keep the user-acceptability of new ICT technologies in mind in order to avoid
new access barriers that might exceed the media competence of many
citizens. Therefore, information must be well structured and easy to find. The
development of new ICT enables innovative forms of citizen participation,
which reduces the effort for citizens to participate; at the same time,
governments can reach more people. However, access to governmental
information is not sufficient for effective citizen participation. The open
government concept insists on a proactive information sharing policy, i.e.
citizens should not have to ask for governmental information, but information
should be provided proactively. This ensures, among other things, information
transparency. New forms of citizen participation are being initiated within the
open government concept in an increasing number of countries. In literature,
the terms for this area are growing within various directions such as information
systems, but political sciences are also analyzing this topic (Sohn & Von
Kortzfleisch, 2012). Linders (2011) considers this diversity of terms to be
critical and has therefore structured a scheme with four categories for the
definition of the different forms of citizen participation: citizen sourcing, publiccivic partnership, government as a platform, and do-it-yourself government.
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The first term “Citizen sourcing” denotes citizens helping the government to
improve public performance, where governments are responsible for activities.
“Public-civic partnership” means that citizens and governments are both
responsible for activities, and “government as a platform” indicates
governmental help for citizens by providing relevant information and data to
improve citizens’ decision making. Lastly, “do-it-yourself government”
comprises self-governance whereby citizens manage themselves and one
another (Linders, 2011). This master’s thesis only focuses on the first category,
citizen sourcing, which is addressed in the next section.

2.3.4 Citizen Sourcing
Wikis as a collective collection of knowledge, companies that involve their
customers in the innovation and value creation process or the open source
community as a collaborative software development presence are just a few
example of how tasks are outsourced to the masses of Internet users (Sohn &
Von Kortzfleisch, 2012). Especially in the open source community, many
software products are being published by developers around the world without
being employed by or paid for by customers (Wu, Gerlach, & Young, 2007).
The involvement of customers and other voluntary users is referred to the term
“crowd sourcing”. The definition is based on the term outsourcing because
tasks of companies or governments are outsourced. In the crowd sourcing
concept, those tasks are outsourced to a mass of users, hence the term Crowd
Sourcing (Garrigos-Simon & Narangajavana, 2015).
Crowd sourcing is primarily used in the private sector and the open source
community; however, this form can also be used for governments. The
improvement of ICT enables citizens to collectively participate and collaborate
in governmental decisions. Open governments consciously seek the wisdom
of the crowds and use it to improve their services and processes. This new
form of relationship between citizens and governments is called citizen
sourcing (Nam, 2012). In the citizen sourcing concept, the government
involves citizens in decision making, innovation, and value creation processes.
The citizen is no longer seen as just a passive customer but more of an active
partner or coproducer (Linders, 2012). In this way, citizen sourcing creates
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opportunities for governments as well as for citizens. Governments can
outsource tasks and activities to their citizens and are therefore relieved of
these jobs. Also, they obtain diverse feedback from a broad mass of people.
Due to an increased transparency of public service, citizens gain insight into
governmental activities and decisions and thus build a better understanding
and trust in their government (Horne & Shirley, 2009).
Citizen sourcing refers to similar aspects as new public management, which,
according to an understanding of the citizen as customer and consumer,
demands from the government, in particular active consumers who can
actively participate in government decisions. New ICT has also led to a
demand for greater efficiency in governmental processes. However, in contrast
to new public management, which emphasizes a stronger citizen orientation,
citizen sourcing is more about customer integration into governmental
activities (Hilgers, 2012).
As mentioned in the chapter open government and Web 2.0 Linders (2011)
has categorized four types of citizen participation, one of it was citizen
sourcing. However, citizen sourcing can be further broken down into different
types because the term is characterized by various aspects. Therefore,
Linders (2011) categorized three different forms of citizen sourcing:
consultation, crowd-sourced delivery, and citizen reporting (Linders, 2011).
The first form “Consulting” indicates citizens to be emboldened to participate
in public discussions and to express their opinions and ideas to the
government through citizen consulting to shape future political development.
New ICT enables citizens to participate online. Thus, the obstacle to get
involved in local political activities or local decision-making process is
eliminated, and therefore more citizens can potentially be activated online for
citizen consulting (Linders, 2011). An example is of citizen consulting
represents the platform of the European Commission called “Your Voice in
Europe: inform the EU and be informed”. Citizens of the EU can use the
platform to gather information about changes in legislation or to directly
contribute to the formulation of regulations (European Parliament, 2012).
The second form, crowd-sourced delivery, describes the concrete assistance
of citizens in governmental tasks. Citizens contribute their ideas, knowledge,
and skills to solve and implement governmental tasks. The aim of the approach
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is to identify as many experts as possible among citizens outside of the
governmental organization. Although governmental employees might be
experts in their fields, there are also many external experts who can contribute
valuable ideas. In this way, as many resources as possible are mobilized to
find the most efficient solution for the set task (Linders, 2011). An example of
the crowd-sourced delivery concept includes contests for ideas and innovation
in which innovation management is outsourced to a mass of citizens to find the
most efficient solution (Rougès & Montreuil, 2014).
Finally, in citizen reporting, public services are constantly monitored by the city,
and any disruptions or issues within a city’s infrastructure can be reported. For
this purpose, the reporting of incidents is outsourced to citizens, who, for
instance, forward information to the government via a platform, smartphone
application, SMS, or social network in form of texts, images or geolocation.
Through this, governments benefit from a geographically spread out mass of
citizens who are local eyewitnesses (Linders, 2011).
In this master’s thesis, the area of citizen reporting and therefore the explained
evaluation system are examined in more detail. Citizen reporting is
investigated in the example of the incident-reporting application ZWN in the
city of Zurich. More information about the application is given in the 2.5.2 Züri
wie neu. Since ZWN can also be used as a mobile application, the following
section about mobile participation is presented in detail.

2.4 Mobile Participation
The involvement of the population in governmental activities and decisionmaking processes had long been on the agenda of governments before
Internet technologies spread. Nevertheless, eParticipation is strongly
promoted by the rise of new information and communication technologies and
has gained considerable attention. Most eParticipation processes, however,
are mainly devoted to web technologies rather than new mobile technologies
(De Reuver, Stein, & Hampe, 2013).
New mobile technologies, i.e. smartphones, have developed rapidly and
spread worldwide. In 2017, 63 percent of the world’s population owned
smartphones. The rapid spread of smartphone ownership worldwide is steadily
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increasing but slowing as market penetration in the most developed markets
reaches 80 to 90 percent (Zenith, 2017). In Switzerland, 43 percent of the
population already used the mobile Internet in 2010. According to the Federal
Statistical Office of Switzerland, the number of smartphone owners aged
sixteen to seventy-four increased to 73 percent in 2017. Switzerland is slightly
lagging behind the European average, but the percentages are rising steadily
(Bundesamt für Statistik, 2018).
The mobile web has spread rapidly and is now part of everyday life for the
majority of people. Smartphones have become a constant smart assistant of
their owners. The technology and applications that can be used on
smartphones have become interwoven into everyday life and behavior. The
success of smartphones is due to their almost unlimited usage possibilities.
Phone calls and SMS can still be made just like on classic mobile phones, but
due to the Internet connection, it is also possible to search for information
online, answer e-mails, stream music, upload photos, and much more.
Smartphones integrate the functions of classic mobile phones, computers,
cameras, music services, etc. in one small device. A major advantage of
smartphones is the extensibility of functions with mobile applications. In
addition, smartphones are equipped with a large number of sensors, which are
used for various functionalities such as the global positioning system (GPS) as
a positioning sensor and the compass to determine the orientation of the
smartphone, the microphone which perceives noise, and the camera as a
visual sensor. Smartphones combine the most important forms of the web,
supplemented by sensors and mobile applications, and thus enable an optimal
basis for participative processes. The multimodality of smartphones allows
different forms of communication, such as phone calls, photos, videos, and
data exchange. Various apps also enable many other functions, and
smartphone sensors extend the data acquisition with additional information.
Furthermore, smartphone owners tend to carry their devices almost always
and everywhere and, they are therefore suitable to react spontaneously and in
real time, which reduces a potential time span. This also enables location
flexibility, and citizens can spontaneously participate in different forms of
communication at any location (Höffken, 2014).
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Open government and citizen sourcing postulate a new approach of
participation. Hence, mobile participation can significantly improve this new
form of open government through the broad possibility of participation by the
use of smartphones for citizens, cities, and governments. New ICT, i.e. mobile
technology, enables this change to take place (Höffken, 2014). In addition, new
forms of governmental and urban cocreation or participation can be observed
in the development of mobile apps such as ZWN, which citizens can use to
report issues within a city’s infrastructure. This opens up a new area of
responsibility and tasks for governments and city administrations.

2.5 Citizen Sourcing Applications
In this section, two mobile applications are illustrated that represent an
example of citizen sourcing, particularly citizen reporting. First, the application
“FixMyStreet”, which is the forerunner of “Züri wie neu” (ZWN), is discussed,
and then ZWN, used as a reference for the data analysis in this master’s thesis,
is presented.

2.5.1 FixMyStreet
With the application FixMyStreet, the United Kingdom has initiated a change
in public services. Its intention is for a central government to exchange
information and transactions with citizens and also to encourage the
involvement of citizens in public services. The application FixMyStreet is the
first citizen-driving system for local political services and was introduced in
London in 2007. It is a free and open source software developed by the
nonprofit organization mySociety. The aim is to provide an application for
citizens to report road damage. On the web or mobile application, issues can
be reported using geolocation or location information such as street name or
zip code. These reports are categorized and forwarded to a public
administration with the intention of processing them as quickly as possible.
This concept has attracted worldwide attention and has been extended to other
cities such as Zurich (King & Brown, 2007).
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2.5.2 Züri wie neu
Using the British application FixMyStreet, the city of Zurich directly adopted
the code from the non-profit organization mySociety without having to develop
the application again from the beginning. Adjustments like translations, design,
and map materials were made. The city administration of Zurich operates the
online platform ZWN as an equivalent platform to FixMyStreet. Citizens can
access the mobile or web application at any time and from any location to
report issues with the city’s infrastructure. These can be diverse reports such
as a hole in the road, vandalism, incorrect street signs, etc. Issues can be
classified into the categories of waste/collection points, lighting/clocks,
fountains/hydrants, graffiti, green areas/playgrounds, roads/sidewalks, and
public transport. The aim is for the administration to allocate these reports to
the corresponding departments within one working day and process them
within at least five working days (Habenstein, D’Onofrio, Portmann, Stürmer,
& Myrach, 2016).
ZWN is available as a web or mobile application in the Google Playstore, as
well as in the App Store of Apple. Once a user has downloaded the mobile
application ZWN, it can be started. Before being able to report issues, users
must enter user specific data such as their name, e-mail address, and phone
number. After, the application’s landing page is visible, as shown in figure 1. A
satellite map section of the environment in which the user is located is

Figure 1: Screenshot mobile app ZWN
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displayed as well as a target cross of the exact location. If the user is located
in Zurich, different colored circles are visible. Green circles indicate reports
that have been successfully processed. Reports that are being processed are
displayed in yellow, and unprocessed messages are highlighted in red. Issues
can only be reported in the city of Zurich. If a report is captured via mobile
application, a photo can be taken or uploaded, a comment can be written, and
the report can be assigned to one of the intended categories (ZWN, 2019).
After the launch of ZWN, several newspaper wrote about the new application.
Some highlight the benefits for the city due to this new kind of citizen
participation (Von Burg, 2016). However, others focus on the negative aspects
of how citizens grumble about little details such as small instances of graffiti or
some rubbish and upload unconstructive reports (Theile, 2016). Therefore,
ZWN must be examined more closely. The value of individual reports is
investigated, and factors about why citizens engage on ZWN are derived from
various theories.

2.6 Evaluation System
As mentioned, some newspapers state that citizen reporting systems such as
ZWN might only attract grumblers, and thus many unconstructive complaints
are reported on the platform (Theile, 2016). Therefore, the aim of this master’s
thesis is to identify factors that encourage users to issue highly valuable
reports instead of unconstructive complaints. For this reason, the term “highvalue report” is defined first, whereby an evaluation system for ZWN is derived
from various theories. The aim of this evaluation system is to adequately
classify and evaluate high-value reports. In a further step, the evaluation
system is also used to figure out which criteria encourage citizens to submit
high-value reports.
To define high-value reports, three criteria - quality, severity, and range - have
been derived from various theories. First, Chun et al. (2010) postulate that the
collaboration between citizens and governments might improve the quality and
effectiveness of governmental decisions and therefore public services in
general. However, scholars express different opinions regarding quality
improvement in collaboration systems, and the statement of quality
improvements due to collaboration system is only partially confirmed. (Kittur &
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Kraut, 2008) have investigated the quality of Wikipedia articles and concluded
that the more people who work on them, the better the quality of the articles
but only if appropriate coordination techniques are used. In general, the quality
is then comparable with traditional encyclopedias (Kittur & Kraut, 2008).
Quality is therefore used as an indicator to evaluate the value of reports.
The criteria severity and priority are derived from the theory of the error
classification system in computer science, which provides a guideline on how
to detect, analyze, and fix software errors. Errors are classified into different
levels in order to prioritize the most severe and urgent ones. Software errors
that are high in severity are more urgent and should therefore be fixed first or
before less severe und less urgent cases. Severity expresses a measure of
the seriousness of the error that causes an irregularity to the user during the
operation of the system (Peng & Wallace, 1993). For a clear distinction
between the terms, and for application purposes of the study about ZWN, the
criterion priority is replaced by the term Range. The focus of Range is on the
number of affected persons instead of the severity of the report itself.
The derived criteria of quality, severity, and range can optimally be used to
evaluate high-value reports on the platform ZWN. However, not only highvalue reports are of interest but also the reasons citizens engage in such
citizen reporting platforms as ZWN. For this purpose, the following section
discusses factors of open government system success.

2.7 Open Government System Success
“Züri wie neu” and “FixMyStreet” are showcase examples of open government,
i.e. citizen sourcing applications. They enable a strengthening of civil
participation in political processes, and with the opening of data, the chance
for transparency in governmental affairs rises, as well as reducing the risk of
corruption. However, the advancement in open government and therefore
citizen sourcing does not run by itself. The problem remains, that with the
change to an open government or with the help of citizen sourcing applications,
citizens do not automatically take advantage of these opportunities. It is not
enough for politicians to decide to implement the principles of open
government. Their duty should also be to convince citizens of the benefits not
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only to participating citizens but also the whole population of the country.
Therefore, citizens should get involved in political processes to promote the
principle of open government together with organizations and governments
(Habenstein et al., 2016).
Also, Mandl and Schaner (2012) postulate in their paper that requirements for
new ICT to succeed depend on the cooperation of politics, business, and
science to create one common vision. However, the involvement of a country’s
citizens in

decision-making

processes must

be

considered

in

the

establishment of new ICT that increase awareness and participation among
citizens. For a new system to succeed, be accepted and applied by the public,
technical requirements, as well as social and regulatory frameworks, must be
met (Mandl & Schaner, 2012). In this regard, the factors of information system
success and citizens’ motivation might help to increase participation of citizens
in political processes and thus benefit the general public. In the following, these
factors are summarized from several theories and scholars.

2.7.1 Information System Success
To analyze whether open government systems are being accepted and
applied by the public, it is necessary to measure their success from a citizen’s
perspective. Numerous studies on information system success in general have
already been conducted, and the field has been widely investigated. However,
only some research was carried out to analyze open or eGovernment’s system
success and effectiveness (Wang & Liao, 2008). Therefore, in this section,
information system (IS) success in general is discussed along with how the
obtained findings of IS success can be used for open government system
success.
One of the most cited studies on IS success is DeLone and McLean’s IS
success model. They conducted a study in 1992 to determine IS success by
measuring six dimensions: system quality, information quality, use, user
satisfaction, individual impact, and organizational impact. System quality
measures the technical success of a system and considers the ease of use.
Information quality analyzes the semantic success at which the successful
communication of the information occurs. The remaining dimensions measure
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the effectiveness success, where the information actually affects a receiver.
The dimensions of the IS success model are independent from each other
(DeLone & McLean, 1992). However, in 2003, DeLone and McLean updated
their model and proposed an enhancement of some dimensions. Furthermore,
they proposed that the six dimensions are interrelated instead of being
independent. Due to a dual role of information system organizations as
information provider and service provider, DeLone and McLean added the
dimension of service quality to the original IS success model. Service Quality
observes the quality of the service of an organization, such as how well the
support for end users is performed. Also, they extended the model with the
dimension of net benefits, which is a combination of the original dimensions
individual impact and organizational impact. However, the dimension net
benefits goes beyond the individual and organizational impacts and appeals
also to others. In summary, the updated model represents the following six
dimensions: system quality, information quality, service quality, use, user
satisfaction, and net benefits (DeLone & McLean, 2003). As net benefits
investigate several levels, this dimension is discussed in the following section.
Since few studies have been carried out on the success of open or
eGovernment systems, Wang and Liao (2008) derived the measures, i.e. the
six dimensions of DeLone and McLean’s updated IS success model, to
conduct a study on the success and effectiveness of eGovernment systems
from the perspective of citizens. The IS success model actually fits the
eGovernment system organization from the citizens’ perspective; therefore,
the six dimensions could be used as valued measures for their study. The
results indicate that system quality and therefore ease of use of an
eGovernment system is not a critical factor for citizens to use or not use the
system. This might be because the surveyed users have higher Internet
experience in the age of the World Wide Web. However, the users indicated
more reservations about the information quality and service quality.
Furthermore, the study shows that governments must provide an
eGovernment system with high information quality, system quality, and service
quality to improve user behavior, user satisfaction, and perceived net benefits.
The results indicate that user satisfaction, use, and net benefits are much
greater affected by information quality than by system and service quality. It
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can be concluded that information quality has a dominant influence on usage,
user satisfaction, and net benefits. Therefore, they advise that governments
should place more attention on information quality. In the following chapter the
dimension Net Benefits will be discussed

2.7.2 Net Benefits
Net benefit is one dimension of DeLone and McLean’s IS success model. Most
IS success studies focus on the benefits of an eGovernment system but do not
consider complex and multidimensional categories of net benefits. Therefore,
Scott, DeLone, and Golden (2015) conducted a study based on the IS success
model of DeLone and McLean (2003) to examine the net benefits in more
detail. Scott et al. (2015) created a public value-based construct to measures
the success of eGovernment systems, i.e. eGovernment websites and
platforms from the perspective of citizens. Public value expresses the value
contribution and benefit that an organization provides for a society. In their
study, they established a public value construct to identify essential values for
Internet-based information systems like service efficiency and effectiveness.
In addition, a social value, consisting of democratic aspects like participation,
trust in government, and engagement, is investigated. Thus, a construct of
nine dimensions was formed, from which a total of thirty items was used to
measure the complete construct. The following dimensions belong to the net
benefit construct: cost, time, convenience, personalization, communication,
information retrieval, trust, well-informedness, and participation.
In order to measure the efficiency of eGovernment systems, the cost savings
experienced by the user when using the system are accounted for. In addition,
the item time measures the time saved, and the item communication evaluates
the more efficient communication through the use of the eGovernment system.
To measure the actual effectiveness of an eGovernment system, convenience
is measured, i.e. the possibility of achieving a service whenever a user wishes.
The item personalization refers to the ability to create a personalized service,
and information retrieval expresses the ease of use and usefulness of the
service information itself. The last thing, the study shows is an understanding
of social values such as increased democracy. This is measured by trust in
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government, well-informedness, i.e. whether users have in-depth knowledge
of their government, and participation, i.e. the involvement of citizens in
governmental decision-making processes (Scott et al., 2015). Teo, Srivastava,
and Jiang (2008) used the components of the updated IS success model to
analyze eGovernment success by focusing on the role of trust. The results
indicate that trust in government is positively associated with trust in
eGovernment websites.
The study by Scott et al. (2015) shows that the type of usage of an
eGovernment system has different effects on value perceptions, i.e. net
benefits in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and democracy among users.
This means that certain benefits such as time savings or efficient
communication are weighed more strongly by some citizens, while others may
focus more on improved democracy and therefore weigh trust and participation
as strong items for themselves. This indicates that the use of an eGovernment
system can lead to differently valued net benefits. The role of the eGovernment
system determines which metrics are being used for the analysis. Therefore,
eGovernment systems must fully be understood before an analysis about their
success can be conducted (Scott et al., 2015). However to investigate the total
success of a system, not only technical requirements but also social
requirements must be met (Mandl & Schaner, 2012). Thus, to analyze the
success of an open government system, the dimensions of the IS success
model as well as public service motivation and individuals’ reasons and
motivations to participate are examined in this master’s thesis.

2.7.3 Public Service Motivation
The construct of public service motivation (PSM) is frequently investigated in
motivation research. The construct examines the reasons and motivations of
individuals to serve the public. It explains the specific motivations for public
engagement of individuals who choose to pursue careers in the public or
nonprofit sectors despite the opportunity to raise tendentially more financial
rewards in the private sector (Hammerschmid, Meyer, & Egger-Peitler, 2009).
Research in this area shows that various social and political factors influence
individuals and motivate them to serve the public sector (Perry & Wise, 1990).
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The PSM construct has been continuously developed and extended by several
definitions. The meaning of motivation differs from public sector motivation and
does not cover all motives of the public sector. Nevertheless, both focus on
motives and attitudes that are characterized by helping others and developing
the common welfare (Perry & Hondeghem, 2008).
Despite various definitional differences, PSM is represented as a
multidimensional construct. Perry (1997) has designed a measurement scale
for the PSM construct to jointly quantify the motivational factors of individuals
who intend to serve the public. He initially designed six dimensions; however,
based on empirical tests, the scale was revised and shortened to four:
attraction to policy making, commitment to the public interest, compassion, and
self-sacrifice. The first dimension is Attraction to policy making is defined by a
rational benefit maximization of the individual and expresses to what extent
public employees are characterized by a particularly high interest in political
actions and to what extent they are motivated by the possibility of political
participation. The second dimension, commitment to the public interest,
considers the extent to which an orientation toward the welfare of the
community and social responsibility is an integral part of professional activity
in public administration. Thereby, loyalty to the government and the intention
of serving the public administration count as important components. The third
dimension, compassion, refers to social compassion, in particular the
perceived inner obligation to help other people in need. Finally, self-sacrifice
describes the willingness to support other people and the community without
pursuing self-interested goals (Perry, 1997).
Houston (2000) assumes that employees in the public sector and nonprofit
organizations show a more distinctive pattern in these four dimensions than
employees from the private sector do. Research indicates that the level of
intrinsic motivation is higher among employees in the public sector than among
private sector employees. Nevertheless, both groups identified meaningful
work as the most important factor (Houston, 2000).
The Public Service Motivation concept analyses the motivators of public
servants, i.e. identifies motivational reasons they serve public administration
and provides insights into incentive preferences, job satisfaction, and
individual and organizational performance (Hammerschmid et al., 2009).
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However, research in motivation is not only carried out in the public sector, but
a large part of this field of research is conducted in the open source software
sector. For this reason, in the following section, findings of motivational
research are derived from the open source software community for this
master’s thesis.

2.7.4 Motivation
Motivational factors for people to proceed with voluntary work have already
been extensively investigated with the appearance of open source software.
Compared to traditional software, the source code of open source software is,
as the term expresses, openly accessible and transparent for collaborative
work. Therefore, the software can be modified and used for one’s own
purposes, or parts of it can be copied and distributed. Most open source
software developers distribute their work and knowledge on a voluntarily basis
without being employed or paid. Wu et al. (2007) investigated the intentions of
open source developers to engage voluntarily in open source projects and
analyzed their motivational factors. By conducting a survey, they tested a work
motivation model for open source software developers. Their findings showed
that helping behavior and economic factors, as well as enhancing human
capital, career advancement, and personal requirements in software
development, positively influenced developers’ intention to engage in open
source software projects. The open source community is often characterized
as a gift culture that refers to behaviors in which altruism and reciprocity are
strongly emphasized. Developers do not receive money or other rewards like
employees do but gain psychological benefits such as the satisfaction of a
moral commitment. Overall, various motivational factors exist that can be
separated into extrinsic and intrinsic factors. While extrinsic motivators focus
on external factors offered by an organization to the individual, such as a
salary, intrinsic factors describe the motivation to perform a learning action that
the individual considers interesting or encouraging in some way. However, Wu
et al. (2007, p. 254) “focused on those that appeared to have the strongest
effect: the intrinsic motivator helping and the extrinsic motivators enhancing
human capital, career advancement, and personal needs.” Many researchers
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investigating motivational factors for the open source community argue that
altruism is a principal intrinsic incentives for open source software developers.
They want to help others and in return get support from other people. In such
a gift culture, social status is not determined by what a person possesses but
what he or she gives (Wu et al., 2007).Similarly, Wijnhoven, Ehrenhard, and
Kuhn (2015) analyzed the motivation of people to voluntarily participate on
projects. While extensive research about motivational factors has already been
carried out in the open source community, little is known about the reasons
citizens voluntarily participate in open government projects. Nevertheless, the
findings gained from motivational research of open source software projects
are similar to the motivational factors of citizens to voluntarily participate in
open government projects (Hutter, Füller, & Koch, 2011). Derived from the
findings of developers’ motivation to engage in open source software projects,
citizens’ motivation to voluntarily engage in open government projects can be
analyzed (Wijnhoven et al., 2015). Ten reasons have been cited to participate
in open source projects: ideology, pro-social behavior, kinship, fun, reputation,
reciprocity, learning, own use, career, and pay. Ideology means that people
are convinced of this new form of open government or open source software
and believe that this should be the norm as it advances society. Pro-social
behavior, also called altruism, is the selfless concern to help other people for
their welfare. Furthermore, kinship is the motivation to help others without
expecting anything in return; however, in contrast to altruism, help is provided
only within the community one is in. It is also stated that fun, and thus playful
experimentation with software, is an important driver for open source
developers, as is reputation, which can be achieved within, as well as outside
of, one’s community. Unlike kinship, reciprocity explains the expectation of
receiving something in return when people help others or contribute to a
community. Another motive is learning and training for new skills by developing
open source software. In addition, own-use describes the motivation to
voluntarily participate in projects in order to solve one’s own problems. The
drive to change something occurs since it affects oneself. This does not refer
to intrinsic motivation but to internalized extrinsic motivation. An extrinsic
motivator is career concerns, which play a role in the development of open
source software. Developers hope to be discovered by potential employers by
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publishing their developed software. The last step is an investigation of paid
work. Obviously, money is a motivational factor that leads people to participate
in projects (Von Krogh, Haefliger, Spaeth, & Wallin, 2012).
According to motivational research in the area of open source software, the
factor of own-use was derived as the most important motivator, fun as the
second, and ideology as the third important motivator (Lakhani & Wolf, 2005).
Wijnhoven et al. (2015) derived from the findings of motivators for open source
software development to analyze citizens’ motivation for open government
participation. They found that the motivators vary according to the open
government projects and tasks. However, similar to the open source software
research, fun seems to be an important motivating factor for citizens
participating in open government projects (Wijnhoven et al., 2015).
This chapter clarifies success factors for open government systems, thus
laying the theoretical foundations for this master’s thesis. The following part
addresses the research question and hypotheses.
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3 Research Question and Hypotheses
The main research question posed by this master’s thesis, already elaborated
in the introduction, serves the analysis of citizens reporting on the platform
“Züri wie neu”. The research question is what influences citizens to issue highvalue reports on the platform Züri wie neu? In order to answer the main
research question, hypotheses and a subordinate research question were
derived from the theory on which this paper is based. These hypotheses and
subordinate research questions are addressed in this chapter.
To address the research question, the term “high-value reports” must first be
specified. An indicator of high-value reports can be derived from the theory of
Chun et al. (2010), who postulate that collaboration between citizens and the
government enhances the quality of governmental decisions, and from Kittur
and Kraut (2008), who determined that the more people cooperate on a
Wikipedia article, the better its quality is. Therefore, the indicator of quality is
considered as one variable for expressing the value of reports in this master’s
thesis. Furthermore, the variables severity and range, derived from the theory
of software error classification, are also used for the classification of high-value
reports (Peng & Wallace, 1993). Severity is used to categorize the seriousness
and danger of the report, and the range expresses how many people are
affected by the reported issue. Therefore, these three indicators - quality,
range, and severity - are used as variables to determine if a report provides a
high value.
With the IS success model, DeLone and McLean (1992) created a
comprehensive construct to measure the success of information systems. With
the further development of the original model, an adaption to the Internet
environment took place (DeLone & McLean, 2003). Additionally, Wang and
Liao (2008) derived the six dimensions of the IS success model to conduct a
study in the field of eGovernment success, proving that these also fit the
eGovernment, i.e. open government system and are therefore appropriate to
measure its success.
In the IS success model, the dimension of system quality “was measured in
terms of ease-of-use, functionality, reliability, flexibility, data quality, portability,
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integration, and importance” (DeLone & McLean, 2003, p. 13). With the update
to the Internet environment, the dimension of system quality measures the
technological characteristics of a system. “Usability, availability, reliability,
adaptability and response time (e.g., download time) are examples of qualities
that are valued by users of an […] system” (DeLone & McLean, 2003, p. 25).
For ZWN, a high system quality means that the platform, as well as the mobile
application, is easy to use, user friendly, provides necessary functions, and
works as well as users expect. Furthermore, its core function to report issues
should run perfectly. Therefore, the GPS must always track the right location
of the issue, and users can take or upload photos, choose a category, describe
the issue in text format, and have the ability to send it.
In order to determine which factors influence citizens to issue high-value
reports on the platform ZWN, the variables that define high-value reports
(quality, range, and severity) are combined with the dimensions of the IS
success model. Therefore, the following hypotheses can be derived:

Hypothesis 1.1a) Quality of reports is positively associated with system quality.
Hypothesis 2.1b) Range of reports is positively associated with system quality.
Hypothesis 3.1c) Severity of reports is positively associated with system
quality.

The dimension of information quality pursues a similar approach. However, the
definition of DeLone and McLean’s IS success model is more focused on ecommerce systems. Therefore, the definition of Teo et al. (2008) seems more
accurate to adapt for ZWN. In their study, information quality refers to the
perception by citizens as to whether the information on a platform is correct,
valid, and up to date (Teo et al., 2008).

Hypothesis 1.1b) Quality of reports is positively associated with information
quality.
Hypothesis 2.1b) Range of reports is positively associated with information
quality.
Hypothesis 3.1b) Severity of reports is positively associated with information
quality.
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The dimension of service quality was added to the original IS success model.
According to Teo et al. (2008), service quality expresses an interaction
between citizens and government administrations and measures the quality of
service and support provided by the government. In the case of ZWN, an
interaction occurs between the city administration and its citizens. The service
itself refers to a fast reaction by the city administration toward issues reported
by users. The city can respond within the platform to a user’s report. Therefore,
a high service quality on ZWN expresses the scope of responses as well as a
short response time.

Hypothesis 1.1c) Quality of reports is positively associated with service quality.
Hypothesis 2.1c) Range of reports is positively associated with service quality.
Hypothesis 3.1c) Severity of reports is positively associated with service
quality.

In context of user satisfaction, a similar approach is employed. The IS success
model measures for the variable user satisfaction, the actual satisfaction of its
customers (DeLone & McLean, 2003). This measurement can also be used for
ZWN, whereby an efficient service process, i.e. quick and extensive responses
by the city administration and the fulfillment of users’ expectations, has a
positive impact on user satisfaction.

Hypothesis 1.1d) Quality of reports is positively associated with user
satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2.1d) Range of reports is positively associated with user
satisfaction.
Hypothesis 3.1d) Severity of reports is positively associated with user
satisfaction.

The dimension of use observes how users act on a website. Therefore, actions
and behaviors can be measured from visiting a website to carrying out a
transaction. For ZWN, the number of reports per user was measured. To avoid
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misunderstandings, the variable name use is used to measure the number of
reports per user.

Hypothesis 1.1e) Quality of reports is positively associated with the use.
Hypothesis 2.1e) Range of reports is positively associated with the use.
Hypothesis 3.1e) Severity of reports is positively associated with the use.

The dimensions of the IS success model are not independent but influence
each other. However, for this master’s thesis, they are separately analyzed to
explore if each has an impact on the value of reports on ZWN.

Net benefits are a further dimension of the IS success model. However, they
investigate several levels and are therefore expressed separately next to the
other dimensions. As mentioned, the net benefits are a public value-based
construct to measure the success of eGovernment systems from the
perspective

of

citizens.

Six

subdimensions

-

time,

convenience,

communication, well-informedness and learning, participate in decisionmaking, and trust - comprise this construct and are used for the analysis of
ZWN (Scott et al., 2015). However, the dimensions of cost, ease of information
retrieval, and personalization are not considered for the data analysis of ZWN
as there are no costs or personalization on the ZWN platform. Thus, the three
measurement factors (quality, range, severity) for high-value reports are
combined with the dimensions of the net benefits to investigate their
association.

Hypothesis 1.2 Quality of reports is positively associated with the net benefits
a) time, b) convenience, c) communication, d) well-informedness and learning,
e) participate in decision-making, and f) trust.
Hypothesis 2.2 Range of reports is positively associated with the net benefits
a) time, b) convenience, c) communication, d) well-informedness and learning,
e) participate in decision-making, and f) trust.
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Hypothesis 3.2 Severity of reports is positively associated with the net benefits
a) time, b) convenience, c) communication, d) well-informedness and learning,
e) participate in decision-making, and f) trust.

In a further step, the association between the three measurement factors
(quality, range, severity) and the different levels of PSM is examined. In
general, the PSM construct investigates why people serve the public (Perry,
1997). Therefore, various social and political factors are derived from this
construct and are determined by four dimensions to investigate the reason for
high-value reports on ZWN. Attraction to politics and policy is one dimension
of the PSM construct. Users of ZWN were surveyed to determine the level of
their political interests to evaluate whether attraction to politics and policy has
a positive effect on the value of reports. In this context, the following
hypotheses are formulated:

Hypothesis 1.3a) Quality of reports is positively associated with attraction to
politics and policy.
Hypothesis 2.3a) Range of reports is positively associated with attraction to
politics and policy.
Hypothesis 3.3a) Severity of reports is positively associated with attraction to
politics and policy.

In the dimension of commitment to the public interest, the extent to which
individuals are loyal to the government and the intention to serve the public are
ascertained (Perry, 1997). In the context of this thesis, the investigation is
whether a high level of civic duty and the value of reports on ZWN are positively
connected. On the basis of this theory, the following hypotheses are derived:

Hypothesis 1.3b) Quality of reports is positively associated with commitment
to the public interest.
Hypothesis 2.3b) Range of reports is positively associated with commitment to
the public interest.
Hypothesis 3.3b) Severity of reports is positively associated with commitment
to the public interest.
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With the dimension of compassion, Perry (1997) measures in his construct the
inner obligation to help others. This dimension can also be applied to the
research about ZWN to ascertain whether a strong sense of compassion has
a positive effect on the value of reports.

Hypothesis 1.3c) Quality of reports is positively associated with compassion.
Hypothesis 2.3c) Range of reports is positively associated with compassion.
Hypothesis 3.3c) Severity of reports is positively associated with compassion.

The last dimension of the PSM construct is the will to support others and the
community without pursuing one’s own goals. For this master’s thesis, this
dimension of self-sacrifice is investigated and reviewed in relation to the value
of the reports on ZWN.

Hypothesis 1.3d) Quality of reports is positively associated with self-sacrifice.
Hypothesis 2.3d) Range of reports is positively associated with self-sacrifice.
Hypothesis 3.3d) Severity of reports is positively associated with self-sacrifice.

Motivational factors of people engaging in open source software have been
extensively investigated. Based on this research results of motivation in the
open source software community, Wijnhoven et al. (2015) identified
motivational factors for open government participation. Therefore he derived
ten factors of which some are relevant for this master’s thesis. The reasons
own-use, ideology, pro-social behavior (altruism), kinship, fun, reputation,
reciprocity, learning, career and pay are considered for the evaluation of why
citizen participate on ZWN. The reasons kinship, reputation, career and pay
are not considered as motivational factors of using ZWN. In this master’s
thesis, the factor of kinship is not evaluated. Similar to altruism, it defines one’s
will to help others but only within one’s own community. Since ZWN is
accessible to all passersby in Zurich, no communities have emerged so far.
Hence, this criterion is excluded from the hypothesis formation. The criterion
of reputation that can be gained within or outside of one’s community is
therefore also excluded. Furthermore, career is not taken into account. While
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open source software developers might be motivated by career concerns and
increasing their value to potential employers when publishing their software
and knowledge, no career concerns can be achieved on ZWN by reporting
issues within the city’s infrastructure as it is merely a citizen reporting platform.
The motivator of pay is also not considered for this study as users on ZWN are
not financially compensated for reporting issues. The criterion of learning is
already evaluated within hypothesis 1.2.d in the construct of net benefits. The
same items can be used either for the analysis of the net benefit dimension of
well-informedness and learning or for the motivation factor of learning.
However, the factor of own-use can be measured on the users of ZWN since
it assesses their motivation to report a problem on ZWN that bothers them.
Thus, the following hypotheses can be derived in connection with the factors
for high-value reports:

Hypothesis 1.4a) Quality of reports is positively associated with own-use.
Hypothesis 2.4a) Range of reports is positively associated with own-use.
Hypothesis 3.4a) Severity of reports is positively associated with own-use.

Wijnhoven et al. (2015) define ideology within the open source software
movement as the perception that everyone should have access to software
codes. Derived from their study, ideology can be similarly analyzed for the
motivation to participate on ZWN. For this reason, it is assumed that people
with a strong ideology are motivated to participate on ZWN and therefore
publish high-value reports.

Hypothesis 1.4b) Quality of reports is positively associated with ideology.
Hypothesis 2.4b) Range of reports is positively associated with ideology.
Hypothesis 3.4b) Severity of reports is positively associated with ideology.
“Altruism is the selfless concern for the welfare of others” (Von Krogh et al.,
2012, p. A3). According to this definition, the criterion of altruism can be utilized
to determine why users are motivated to publish high-value reports on the
citizen resourcing platform ZWN.
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Hypothesis 1.4c) Quality of reports is positively associated with altruism.
Hypothesis 2.4c) Range of reports is positively associated with altruism.
Hypothesis 3.4c) Severity of reports is positively associated with altruism.

Lakhani and Wolf (2005) postulate that fun is an influential motivator in the
open source software development. Based on their findings, it can be assumed
that fun and the factors for high-value reports are positively associated.

Hypothesis 1.4d) Quality of reports is positively associated with fun.
Hypothesis 2.4d) Range of reports is positively associated with fun.
Hypothesis 3.4d) Severity of reports is positively associated with fun.

Reciprocity is defined as the expectation of receiving something in return when
a contribution is made. Lakhani and Wolf (2005) confirm in their study that
reciprocity motivates developers to contribute in open source software tasks.
Therefore, the following hypotheses are derived:

Hypothesis 1.4e) Quality of reports is positively associated with reciprocity.
Hypothesis 2.4e) Range of reports is positively associated with reciprocity.
Hypothesis 3.4e) Severity of reports is positively associated with reciprocity.

In addition to the first three hypotheses and their subordinate hypotheses, the
following subordinate research question is raised to establish whether
demographic criteria are positively associated with the value of reports:

Sub question 1: Do socioeconomic characteristics have a significant influence
on citizens to list high-value reports?

The model of this study is composed of three dependent variables and twenty
independent variables. The independent variables are part of the IS success
model, including the net benefits, factors for PSM, and individual motivation.
Quality, range, and severity of reports represent the dependent variables. In
the following figure, all relationships of the research model are represented for
a complete overview.
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Figure 2: Research model

Furthermore, this study examines whether citizens of Zurich behave differently
from nonresidents through a group comparison. Von Krogh et al. (2012), who
investigated the motivations of contributors to open source software
development, postulate that own-use is a motivator for developers to
contribute in open source software since they can solve their own problems.
Based on this finding, this study posits that people who actually live in Zurich
are more motivated to report issues on ZWN because they are affected by
them and therefore might solve their own problems.

Hypothesis 4) Citizens of Zurich tend to focus more on issues that affect them.

The hypotheses and research sub question are all derived from the theory. In
the following chapter, methods and data collection are discussed.
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4 Procedure and Method
A quantitative research approach was applied to carry out the research. This
chapter first explains how the data collection was conducted and then specifies
the measurements and operationalization, presents the calculations of the
intraclass correlation, and describes the data analysis performed.

4.1 Data Collection and Sample
The data collection was executed in two parts. To begin, the Institute of
Information Systems of the University of Bern conducted a survey among
users of ZWN, and reports were also coded and evaluated according to three
defined categories. Therefore, for this master’s thesis, data already collected
by the Research Center for Digital Sustainability at the University of Bern was
used for the data analysis and evaluation.
4.1.1 Survey
By undertaking a literature review mainly in the fields of open government,
information system success, motivation, and public service motivation and
analyzing their validated scales, a survey was compiled. The survey consisted
of ten blocks of questions, some of which were sub questions, thus actually
asking eighty questions in total. The application ZWN focuses on the city of
Zurich, located in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. Therefore, the
survey questions were asked in German. In the first two blocks, demographic
questions about the user were asked, followed by questions about the function,
user behavior, satisfaction, and, at last, motivation, i.e. reasons for the use of
the application, in particularly, political attitudes were evaluated. Thus, not only
could the user behavior be evaluated but also the overall benefits of the citizen
sourcing application ZWN (Universität Bern, 2016). Apart from the
demographic questions, all other questions were answered on an ordinal
seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”,
with the center being a neutral answer: “I neither agree, nor disagree” (Wang
& Liao, 2008).
To post a report to ZWN, the e-mail address must be entered. Based on this
information, a unique user ID is created. Therefore, it can be identified how
many issues a unique user reported on ZWN. However, there is the risk that a
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user registers with several e-mail addresses and is thus assigned different
user IDs. This would mean a falsification, i.e. duplication of user identifications.
To identify duplications, a survey question was asked in the block of
demographic questions about whether several e-mail addresses were used for
the report entry.
The web-based survey was conducted by the Research Center for Digital
Sustainability of the University of Bern and sent on July 7, 2016, to 2’613 users
who were already registered and had reported an issue on ZWN. A total of 974
of these contacted users took part in the survey, and 705 completed the
survey. For this data evaluation, however, the answers of people who did not
complete the survey were also taken into account. The survey about ZWN
provides an overview of demographic data about its users, their user behavior,
satisfaction with the application, and reasons they participate. By quantitatively
collecting and analyzing data of ZWN, the benefits of this citizen sourcing
application should be explained (Universität Bern, 2016).

4.1.2 Coding of Reports
The Research Center of Digital Sustainability at the University of Bern has
developed a system to compare the different reports on the platform ZWN. The
theory part of section 2.6 Evaluation System explains according to which
criteria high-value reports on ZWN are categorized for this master’s thesis. The
terms severity and range were derived from the software error classification
system, whereby range is not part of the original system of Peng and Wallace
(1993). However, the category of range is used for the evaluation of high-value
reports because it focuses on the number of people affected. Furthermore, the
category of quality is also used to investigate the value of reports. To
summarize, the factors quality, range, and severity define the categories for
this master’s thesis by which the reports are rated for their value.
To categorize the reports according to the three dimensions, a manual coding
of 11’900 reports was conducted. The variable quality expresses the quality of
a report, whereby a report with detailed information including a photograph
indicates a high quality of the report. Range means how many people are
affected by the reported issue within the city’s infrastructure. If the issue affects
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many people at a much-frequented area, the range is rated higher. Severity,
describes the level of danger the reported issue represents. For example, a
missing sewer cover on a street is very dangerous and is therefore rated very
high in severity. The reports were rated on a scale from 1 to 5 based on the
three dimensions. The Research Center for Digital Sustainability at the
University of Bern defined the table below, according to which the coding of
the reports was completed. For each rating and dimension, a brief definition
and example are provided.

Rating Severity
1
No threat, e.g. a
small graffiti on a
public building or
some trash at a
sidewalk

Range
Very few people
affected, e.g. some
issue on a remote
field path

2

Little threat, e.g. low
risk of a minor injury
by some trash at the
side of a road

Few people
affected, e.g. a
small park or side
road

3

Intermediary threat,
e.g. danger of injury
because of damaged
pavement

Intermediary
number of people
affected, e.g. a
regular suburban
road

4

Substantial threat,
e.g. possible accident
because of a pothole
on a bikeway

Many people
affected, e.g. a
main street in a
suburban

5

Serious threat, e.g.
danger to life because
of missing sewer
cover on a street

Very large number
of people affected,
e.g. a frequented
main street in the
city centre

Quality
Insufficient
quality, e.g. report
cannot be
interpreted or
contains
dismissive
language
Low quality, e.g.
report has very
little information
about the issue
and does not
contain an image
Satisfactory
quality, e.g. report
is described
sufficiently clear
with or without an
image
High quality, e.g.
report is described
with clear words
and does contain
an image
Maximum quality,
e.g. report
contains detailed
and relevant
information about
the issue including
an image

Table 1: Rating description (Stürmer, Neumann, & Loosli, 2017, p. 4)
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To give an impression of the reports, three example reports posted on ZWN
are presented in the table below with the coded rating created by the University
of Bern.
ID

Photograph

Category and Report

Rating

(translated into English)
Category:

Quality: 4

Signalization/light signal

Range: 4

3263

Severity: 1.5
Report: Smudged board

Category:

Quality: 3

Animals/Green Areas

Range: 3

3108

Severity: 2
Report: Fallen tree over
bicycle and walking path
Category:

Quality: 2

Street/Sidewalk/Square

Range: 2.5

2514

Severity: 2
Report: Road sign “Staubstr.”
has disappeared

Table 2: Sample reports from ZWN

The two data sets, the survey, and the coding of the reports were merged in a
CSV file into one single data set in order to make a detailed statement about
the motivation and attitudes of the users of ZWN.

4.2 Measures and Operationalization
In this section, the variables used for the data analysis in this master’s thesis
are clarified. They were taken from theories of different scientists (explained in
the theory part), many of whom used various scales to measure the motivation
and behavior of users on platforms similar to ZWN. The variables used in this
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master’s thesis data analysis were derived from various existing studies to
ensure that the measurement of the hypotheses is valid. Three dependent and
twenty independent variables were defined based on the research interest of
the hypotheses. First, the variables derived from the conducted survey are
presented as independent and control variables, and in a second part, the
variables of the coding of the reports are presented as the dependent
variables.

System quality (SQ) was assessed though five items, SQ1–SQ5, to identify
the technical usability of the system.

Information quality (IQ) was measured through five items, IQ1–IQ5, to analyze
the quality of information provided on ZWN.

Service quality (SvQ) was operationalized with five items, SvQ1–SvQ5, to
measure the quality of responses and reactions of the city of Zurich toward the
published reports.

User satisfaction (US) was also measured through five items, US1–US5, with
the goal of identifying how satisfied users are with ZWN.

Use was not part of the survey. However, it was operationalized with the
number of reports per user. This item measures how often a user reported an
issue to the platform ZWN.

After these obtained variables derived from the IS success model, a cluster of
questions concerning net benefits (NB) was asked to the survey participants.
A total of twenty-one items were surveyed with six sub-clusters. Time was
operationalized trough four items, NB1–NB4. Convenience was measured by
three

items,

NB5–NB7,

communication”

by

NB8–NB10,

and

well-

informedness and learning by NB11–NB13. Furthermore, participate in
decision-making was assessed through four items, NB14–NB17, and trust
though the four items NB18–NB21. The net benefits are also part of the IS
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success model; however, they were derived from the theory of Scott et al.
(2015), and their scales were applied for the survey in this master’s thesis.

In a next step, questions regarding motivation and public service motivation
were surveyed, and the two constructs were analyzed. The PSM construct was
determined on the basis of four subcategories, which were all measured
through three items. Attraction to politics and policy (PSM1APM–PSM3APM),
commitment

to

the

public

interest/civic

duty

(PSM4CPI–PSM6CPI),

compassion (PSM7COM–PSM9COM), and self-sacrifice (PSM10SSF–
PSM12SSF) represent the four subcategories of PSM, the model of which was
derived from the theory of Giauque et al. (2011), explained in the theory part.

In addition, the questions regarding motivation in the survey were derived from
various scholars. Wu et al. (2007), Wjinhoven et al. (2015), and Lakhani and
Wolf (2005) developed the principal theories used for the questions about
motivation in this survey. A total of sixteen items were collected and divided
into five subcategories: own-use (MO1–MO3), ideology (MO4–MO6), altruism
(MO7–MO9), fun (MO10–MO12), and reciprocity (MO13–MO16).

In the survey, not only were the abovementioned variables collected, but also
demographic information about the users of ZWN was measured.
Demographic

information

were

operationalized

in

control

variables.

Operationalized was information such as gender, age, ZIP code, highest
obtained education, native language, employment status, percentage of
workload, work sector/industry, and whether multiple e-mail addresses were
used to participate in the survey. The control variable ZIP code was afterward
manually converted into 0 and 1, where 1 counts for citizens of Zurich and 0
for people living outside the city. This conversion was done to enable a later
comparison between these two social groups.

The dependent variables, as mentioned, were categorized into three
dimensions: quality, range, and severity. Furthermore, a coding of the reports
in ZWN was conducted. To merge the variables of the coding with the data of
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the survey, the report ID was used as a common basis between the two data
sets.

4.3 Intraclass Correlation
The coding of the reports was carried out by a total of six coders, wherein the
coders with the IDs 10 and 19 coded most of the reports. A sample of 3’372
reports was taken to check the reliability and whether all raters coded the
reports similarly after the five scale levels of the variables quality, range, and
severity. Based on the common coded reports, an intraclass correlation was
performed in the statistics program R prior to the actual data analysis. The
utilized intraclass correlation coefficient is a frequently used reliability index in
interrater and intrarater analyses and measures the degree of correlation as
well as the agreement between measurements, whereas the Pearson
correlation coefficient only measures the correlation. Since there are different
forms of intraclass correlation coefficients, which all make different
assumptions and therefore lead to different interpretations, it is important to
justify which intraclass correlation coefficient is used in the analysis. According
to the guideline of selecting and reporting intraclass correlation coefficients for
reliability research by Koo and Li (2016), a two-way mixed-effects model
should be used since specific raters have been selected to code the reports
who cannot be generalized to others. Furthermore, a consistency agreement
should be used, which “concerns the degree to which one rater’s score […]
can be equated to another rater’s score […] plus a systematic error […] (Koo
& Li, 2016, p. 158). Since multiple raters coded the reports, and two-way mixed
effects on a consistency agreement are specified, the intraclass correlation
coefficient ICC3k was used for this master’s thesis. If all raters are included in
the calculation of the intraclass correlation, it becomes apparent that the
coefficient ICC3k of the variable of range ranks at 0.63, for the variable of
severity at 0.609, and for quality at 0.587. Based on the 95 percent confident
interval, these values are of moderate reliability, which is why only raters with
a high interrater reliability were kept for the analysis. Therefore, the raters with
the IDs 10 and 19 were kept for the further data analysis due to their highest
intraclass correlation. The new performed intraclass correlation based on
these two raters increased for the variable of range at a coefficient of 0.84,
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severity at 0.8, and quality to a value of 0.88. Based on the 95 percent
confident interval, the intraclass correlation estimates are of good to excellent
reliability and can be used for further data analysis (Koo & Li, 2016).
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Intraclass correlation coefficients
Number of subjects = 3372
Call: ICC(x = range, severity, quality, missing = F, alpha = 0.05)
Lower

Upper

bound

bound

0

0.83

0.85

5.1

0

0.79

0.82

8.4

0

0.87

0.89

Variable

Type

ICC

F

p

Average fixed raters

Range

ICC3k

0.84

6.2

Average fixed raters

Severity

ICC3k

0.80

Average fixed raters

Quality

ICC3k

0.88

Table 3: Intraclass correlation coefficient - range, severity, quality

4.4 Data Analysis
After the intraclass correlation was performed and the data set adjusted based
on its result, a linear regression analysis (OLS), as well as a group comparison,
was performed to test the stated hypotheses and answer the research
question.
For hypotheses 1, 2, and 3, a regression model for the cleaned data set was
set up in R to check whether the dependent variables of quality, range, and
severity are positively associated with the independent variables, i.e. which
factors motivate users to post high-value reports on the application ZWN.
Before the regression was conducted, all variables were tested for correlativity
to avoid multicollinearity. Following this, a correlation analysis with the cor()
function in R was performed on the individual items of the variables to
determine whether they correlate with each other and should therefore be
combined into a single variable. In addition, Cronbach’s alpha was tested with
the psych() function to measure the internal consistency over the combined
items to check whether the measurement is reliable for the individual items
and whether they all measure approximately the same. If the two conditions
were met, a mean value was built over the individual items, whereby the items
were combined across all rows into one variable using the apply() function in
R. Missing data, i.e. not available values (NA), were not included in the
calculation and therefore excluded in R by using the na.rm=T function. This
process was carried out in R equally across all independent variables.
Furthermore, a correlation plot was created next to the ordinary correlation
table for variables containing many items. This made it visually apparent which
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items correlate with each other and should therefore be combined. After
checking the variables for correlativity, intern consistency by testing
Cronbach’s alpha and calculating the means over the items of the independent
variables, a linear regression model specification (OLS) was built individually
for each of the three dependent variables quality, range and severity. However,
no mean value was calculated for the variable use (NrOfReportsUser) and the
control variables since they do not consist of several items. Nevertheless, the
control variables that were not categorized as a dummy variable were
additionally saved as a factor for a correct analysis in R to identify those
variables as factors. The individual objects created, i.e. the mean values of the
variables, as well as the control variables, were initially stored in a data frame
(df). Using the lm() function, all variables were included in one linear regression
model, and by using the stargazer() function, the regression table, including pvalues, is presented.
In order to test hypothesis 4, a group comparison between the variable ownuse and the control variable city was made, wherein for own-use, first the mean
was calculated from three items to describe the motivation factor of whether a
user participated on the application ZWN to report issues that personally affect
him or her. This mean value (moA_mean) was compared with the mean value
of the variable city which indicates whether the user lives in the city of Zurich
or outside it. Afterward, to test the strength of the relationship and its
significance, a spearman correlation was conducted between the two
variables.
The field phase thus ends with this part. The results of the correlations,
Cronbach’s alpha, OLS, and bivariate regression are presented in the next
chapter.
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5 Results
This chapter illustrates the analysis and results of this master’s thesis. First,
the descriptive statistics, correlations, and internal reliability of all variables are
discussed, followed by the regression model. The presentation of the results
is based on the sequence of hypotheses and the subordinate research
question.

5.1 Descriptive Statistics
Table 4 below gives a descriptive overview of the dependent, independent,
and control variables used in the data analysis. The following parameters are
collected for each variable in R: number, mean, the standard derivation (sd),
minimum and maximum values (min, max), and the median, as well as the first
and third quartiles (q25, q75). The values provide a descriptive summary of
the data. In the data analysis, the term “avg.” was placed before the terms of
the dependent variables since the average is drawn from each of the two
coders. For the regression analysis, presented later, the mean over the items
of the independent variable is calculated. Therefore, the term “_mean” is
appended to the individual variables. However, as mentioned, no mean value
was measured for the variable use, which is evaluated by the number of
reports per user (NrOfReportsUser). This variable, part of the IS success
model of DeLone and McLean (2003), is not measured from several items but
is directly investigated in the survey. Equivalently, no mean value is calculated
for the control variables, which are queried as well in the survey.
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n

mean

avg.quality
931 3.18
avg.range
931 3.55
avg.severity
931 2.55
IS success model
sq_mean
795 5.87
iq_mean
783 5.65
svq_mean
768 5.71
us_mean
770 5.87
NrOfReportsUser 931 0.69
Net benefits
nbA_mean
714 5.30
nbB_mean
715 5.60
nbC_mean
702 5.61
nbD_mean
701 4.53
nbE_mean
693 4.70
nbF_mean
715 5.66
Public service motivation
apm_mean
723 5.27
com_mean
722 5.02
cpi_mean
725 5.53
ssf_mean
722 5.17
Motivation
moA_mean
691 5.04
moB_mean
692 4.20
moC_mean
691 5.12
moD_mean
687 3.84
moE_mean
687 4.35
Control variables
female
907 0.24
age
903 38.13
city
906 0.84
edu
899 4.72
german
907 0.93
working
900 1.16
percent
860 16.68
sector
850 2.17
mmail
906 0.09

sd

min

q25 median q75

max

0.57
0.80
0.63

1.00 3.00
1.00 3.00
1.00 2.00

3.00
3.50
2.50

3.50
4.00
3.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

0.96
0.92
1.20
1.20
0.87

1.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
0.00

5.40
5.20
5.20
5.60
0.00

6.00
5.80
6.00
6.00
0.70

6.60
6.20
6.60
6.80
1.10

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
5.00

1.08
0.99
1.14
1.25
1.35
1.06

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.50
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
5.25

5.50
5.67
6.00
4.67
4.75
6.00

6.00
6.33
6.33
5.33
5.75
6.29

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

1.31
1.10
0.96
1.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.67
4.33
5.00
4.67

5.67
5.00
5.67
5.33

6.33
6.00
6.00
6.00

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

1.17
1.31
1.18
1.43
1.43

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.33
3.33
4.33
2.67
3.67

5.00
4.00
5.33
4.00
4.33

6.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.33

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

0.43
13.43
0.37
1.80
0.25
0.36
6.70
1.38
0.29

0.00
6.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
28.50 37.00 47.00 91.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2.00 5.00 6.00 8.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00
15.00 21.00 21.00 21.00
1.00 2.00 2.00 5.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics
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Moreover, the distribution of the dependent variables is presented by using the
ggplot() function in R. It is observable that all three dependent variables quality,
range, and severity are approximately normally distributed. They follow the
main characteristics of a normal distribution, i.e. no bimodalities are visible
(Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). Therefore, it can be deduced that a linear OLS
model is used for the data analysis of this master’s thesis.

Figure 3: Distribution dependent variables

5.2 Correlation and Internal Reliability
Before the linear regression is conducted, the correlations between the
different grouped variables are discussed in this chapter. In an additional step,
the correlations as well as Cronbach’s alpha are calculated over the various
items before the mean was built over each item of a variable.
To visualize the correlation over the grouped variables, a correlation plot has
been created in R by using the function cor() of the package corrplot. The
correlations are displayed in points, where blue dots represent a positive and
red dots a negative correlation. The darker the color, the stronger is the
relationship between the variables. The visualization indicates the dependence
between the variables grouped together according to the derived dimensions
of the IS success model, net benefits, public service motivation, and
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motivation. It is obvious that the grouped variables of the IS success model system quality (sq_mean), information quality (iq_mean), service quality
(svq_mean), and user satisfaction (us_mean) - are positively related, and all
variables point in the same direction. A strong correlation between the
variables of the net benefits can also be observed, whereby they correlate
slightly with the variables of the IS success model. The net benefits are part of
the IS success model; however, in this study, they are separated from the IS
success model as they contain various subdimensions (Scott et al., 2015). A
correlation can also be seen among the dimensions of the PSM construct,
whereby the variable of attraction to politics (apm_mean) correlates less
strongly with the other variables of the construct. Furthermore, a pattern can
be identified among the different motivation variables. Figure 4: Correlation
plot presents an overview of the correlation of the summarized variables. The
multicollinearity between the grouped variables is presented in section 5.4
Regression Assumptions, together with other assumptions that must be true
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to carry out a regression analysis.
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Figure 4: Correlation plot
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However, the correlation, as well as the Cronbach’s alpha between the
individual items, which are then aggregated by using the mean in the listed
variables, are also discussed before the linear OLS model is conducted.
Therefore, for each variable with its items, first the correlation, and, after,
Cronbach’s alpha, is presented. The correlation indicates, as mentioned, the
direction and strength of the relationship between the items. If the dependence
is strong, the items should be aggregated. To ensure that the items within the
scale are optimally matched to each other, a reliability analysis is carried out.
A correlation table of each variable is given in the appendix. Cronbach’s alpha
measures the internal reliability of a scale. For this data analysis, it is measured
in R with the function alpha() of the package psych. Cronbach’s alpha lies
between a value of 0 and 1, wherein 0.7 and higher define acceptable values
(Kline, 1999).

The items SQ1–SQ5 of the variable of system quality correlate strongly to very
strongly with each other. Therefore, the five items are combined into one
variable. Furthermore, the reliability analysis indicates a positive result.
Cronbach’s alpha exhibits a high internal consistency of 0.92; hence, the
variable of system quality can be used.

Items IQ1–IQ5 of the variable of information quality indicate a moderate to
strong correlation. All values lie above 0.56; therefore, the items are combined.
The measurement of Cronbach’s alpha has a value of 0.89, which means that
the measurement of the five items is very reliable. The correlation and reliability
analyses indicate that these items can be combined into one variable and used
in a further regression analysis.

The correlation calculation of the five items of service quality (SVQ1–SVQ5)
is, for every item, higher than 0.55. All items correlate positively with each other
and therefore point in the same direction. Furthermore, the items within the
scale are optimally matched to each other. With a Cronbach’s alpha value of
0.92, the scale for service quality shows excellent internal consistency. It can
therefore be concluded that service quality can be used as a variable.
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The calculations of the correlation of the five items of user satisfaction (US1–
US5) indicate a strong positive correlation. The value is 0.61 or higher for all
items. The internal consistency of the variable user satisfaction has an
excellent value of 0.92. Thus, it can be derived to aggregate the five items to
the variable of user satisfaction.

The first dimension of the net benefits, time, was surveyed by four questions.
The correlation indicates a moderate to strong correlation for the first three
items. However, the fourth item, NB4, correlates weakly with all other items. If
the item NB4 would be dropped, the value of Cronbach’s alpha would increase
from 0.77 to 0.8. However, 0.77 indicates an acceptable internal consistency
for the variable of time, and therefore all items are kept for further analysis.

The variable of convenience, surveyed by the items NB5–NB7, shows a strong
correlation between the first two items but a rather weak correlation between
NB7 and the others. The calculations of Cronbach’s alpha indicate an increase
to a value of 0.84 if the item NB7 is dropped. However, Cronbach’s alpha has
a value of 0.72, which is above the minimum of an acceptable range.
Therefore, the item is not dropped but kept for further calculations.

The variable of communication consists of three items, NB8–NB9, all of which
correlate strongly and point in the same direction. Also, the reliability of the
variable indicates an excellent value (Cronbach’s α = 0.91) and can therefore
be considered for a further linear regression.

The correlation of the three items of well-informedness and learning (NB11–
NB13) indicates a moderate to strong correlation. The internal consistency of
this variable has a good value of 0.82. Thus, it can be derived to aggregate the
three items to the variable of well-informedness and learning.

Items NB14–NB17 of the variable participate in decision-making show a strong
correlation. The correlation of each item lies above 0.61. The measurement of
Cronbach’s alpha has a value of 0.89, which indicates a high internal
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consistency. The correlation and reliability analysis validates combining the
items of the variable participate in decision-making.

The variable of trust consists of four items, NB18–NB21, which correlate
moderately to strongly. Moreover, the reliability of the variable indicates a good
value (Cronbach’s α = 0.88). Accordingly, the items are combined, and the
variable trust is considered for a further analysis.

The construct of public service motivation was measured, among other
variables, by the variable of attraction to politics and policy, comprised of three
items with a strong correlation. Also, the scale for attraction to politics and
policy (Cronbach’s α = 0.9) is above the acceptable minimum of α = 0.7 and
can therefore be used.

Commitment to the public interest, or civic duty, is measured by three items.
The correlation is weak to moderate between the items. Especially the last
item (PSM6CPI) indicates a weak relationship with the other items. However,
if this item were dropped, Cronbach’s alpha would decrease below an
acceptable value. If all items are used for the calculation, the internal
consistency is acceptable (Cronbach’s α = 0.72). Therefore, all items are
combined, and the variable is kept.

The variable compassion consists of three items, which correlate moderately
to strongly. The scale for compassion lies in an acceptable range (Cronbach’s
α = 0.77) and can therefore be considered for a further linear regression.

The last variable of the PSM construct is self-sacrifice. It contains three items
that correlate moderately. However, the internal consistency indicates a good
value (Cronbach’s α = 0.8). Accordingly, the items are combined and used for
a further regression analysis.

Since many items measure the motivation of users of ZWN, a correlation of all
items that measure the motivation was first conducted to figure out which ones
correlate strongly. In the correlation plot of items about motivation in the
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appendix, it is visible that the items MO7–9, MO10–12, and MO13–15
correlate strongly. Although just a weak to moderate correlation is noticeable
between MO1–3 and MO4–6, these items are combined according to the
theory of Lakhani and Wolf (2005), Wu et al. (2007), Von Krogh et al. (2012),
and Wjinhoven et al. (2015). However, the item MO16 does not correlate with
any item and should therefore be excluded. In a next step, the correlation and
Cronbach’s alpha is tested for each motivation variable.
As mentioned, the correlation between the items MO1–MO3 is weak to
moderate. Also, Cronbach’s alpha (0.65) lies marginally below an acceptable
range and is therefore questionable. Neither if an item is dropped, Cronbach’s
alpha would not increase. However, Wijnhoven et al. (2015) postulate that
own-use is often an initial motivator for open source developers to start a
contribution, and Lakhani and Wolf (2005) consider own-use as the most
important motivational reason. Therefore, the items are combined into the
variable of own-use and kept for further regression.

The same conclusion applies to the variable of ideology, containing the items
MO4–MO6. The correlation is weak to moderate, and Cronbach’s alpha
indicates a value of 0.69, which is just below an acceptable range. Even if an
item is deleted, the alpha does not increase. However, Lakhani and Wolf
(2005) claim that ideology is the third most important motivating factor to
participate. Thus, the items are combined into the variable of ideology.

The variable of altruism consists of three items (MO7–MO9) that correlate
moderately to strongly. The scale for altruism lies in a good range (Cronbach’s
α = 0.83) and can therefore be considered for further calculations.

Subsequently, items MO10–MO12 of the variable fun indicate a moderate to
strong correlation. Nonetheless, Cronbach’s alpha lies in a good range with a
value of 0.83, which signifies good reliability. The items are therefore
aggregated into one variable, fun.

Lastly, the variable of reciprocity, with its items MO13–MO16, is examined
regarding correlation and internal consistency. As mentioned, the correlation
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of MO16 indicates a very weak value of 0.15. Also, the results of the reliability
analysis show that if MO16 is dropped, Cronbach’s alpha increases from 0.72
to 0.86. Therefore, the item MO16 is not considered for an aggregation of the
items or for further calculations. MO13–MO15 are, however, combined for the
variable of reciprocity.

After examining the results of the correlation and reliability analyses, certain
items were deleted. A mean value was calculated for the remaining items of
the corresponding independent variables and, in a next step, these were used
as independent variables for the linear regression analysis. Therefore, in R,
the name of the independent variables is followed by the suffix “_mean”. After
the means were calculated over the independent variables, the entire data
record was created, i.e. dependent, independent, and control variables were
combined, and thus a data frame (df) was built in R. Subsequently, the linear
regression was conducted, and its results are presented in the next section.

5.3 Linear Regression Model OLS
Regression analysis is a frequently used statistic method in the social sciences
to evaluate relationships between two or more feature attributes. Thus, by
conducting a regression analysis, the reasons for an occurrence, as well as
predictions or causes, can be investigated. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a
method for evaluating the unidentified parameter in a linear regression model.
Therefore, it searches for a curve within a data point cloud that is close to as
many data points as possible. Furthermore, the curve is placed in such a way
that the sum of the quadratic deviation of the curve from the observed data
points is minimized (Field et al., 2012). In order to find out which factors are
positively associated with the value of the reports on ZWN, an OLS was
performed on the combined data set from the survey and coding of the reports.
For each dependent variable, an individual regression model was developed
in R using the lm() function. The calculation of each model includes one
dependent variable, all collected independent variables, i.e. the mean values
of their corresponding items, and the control variables. The model specification
remains the same for all three models. Using the function stargazer(), the
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regression table is presented in R. The output results in three regression
models presented in section 5.5 Testing the Hypotheses.
These three models serve to answer hypotheses 1 to 3. Due to the inclusion
of the control variables, the three regression models can also be used for an
interpretation of the subordinate research question, whether socioeconomic
characteristics have a significant influence on citizens to list high-value reports.
Hence, the OLS method is used for the data analysis, but first the assumptions
of the regression must be checked, and several assumptions must be true
(Berry, 1993).

5.4 Regression Assumptions
In order to conduct an OLS for hypotheses 1 to 3, as well as for the subordinate
research question, several assumptions for a regression analysis must first be
confirmed.
To meet the assumptions of a regression, the variable type of the independent
variable must be quantitative or categorical, and the dependent variable must
be quantitative or continuous and unbounded. The dependent variables
quality, range, and severity were rated on a scale of 1 to 5. Therefore, the
dependent variables were originally categorial. However, since the average
was built over the dependent variables, calculated from the two coders with
the IDs 10 and 19, the variables resemble more of a continuous instead of
categorical variable. If they would subsequently be categorized back,
information would be lost. Thus, an OLS and not an ordered logit regression
model is proposed for this data analysis.
The correlation plot from the previous chapter is again used to test the
multicollinearity. Due to many variables used in this data analysis, the
correlation plot serves to visually and clearly indicate where correlation and
multicollinearity are strong between the variables. Furthermore, the
multicollinearity is investigated by the variance inflation factor (VIF), a table of
which is provided in the appendix. This factor tests whether an independent
variable has a strong linear relationship with other independent variables (Field
et al., 2012). According to the regression assumptions, Berry (1993) postulates
that there should not be a perfect linear relationship between two or more of
the independent variables. However, there is a strong negative correlation
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between the control variables of working and working percent. Therefore, one
of the two variables is excluded. In this case, working is excluded from the
further OLS conduction. The net benefit trust (nbF_mean) correlates strongly
with user satisfaction (us_mean) and service quality (svq_mean). In addition,
the variable of user satisfaction correlates strongly with service quality. The
VIF expresses numbers above 5 for these variables, which is a high value.
However, for theoretical reasons, it does not make sense to aggregate these
variables, i.e. the variables measure different dimensions of the IS success
model (DeLone & McLean, 2003). According to the analyzed VIF, the other
independent variables are below the value of 5, and therefore the assumption
of no perfect multicollinearity is met (Field et al., 2012).
To check the assumption of normal distribution, a histogram is created in R
using the ggplot() function for each of the three models. It appears that the
residuals of the first model quality are approximately normally distributed.
However, the residuals are not centered exactly at 0, i.e. a slightly positive
error is committed. The second and third models, range and severity, are also
normally distributed. Furthermore, the fitted values were evaluated and
compared with the residuals in a graph by using the ggplot() function in R. A
pattern is visible in the graph since the variables were originally categorical but
are now assumed to be continuous due to the formation of an average.
Furthermore, there is no sign of nonlinearity; however, the linearity is difficult
to test in this case due to the number of different variables. The assumption of
homoscedasticity is partially met. The bandwidth varies a bit over the residual,
though the residuals have the same error variance over the same bandwidth.
Therefore, the assumption of homoscedasticity can be considered as true. The
mentioned graphs of the distribution of the residuals, as well as the ggplot,
where fitted values are compared to residuals, are in the appendix. Overall,
the regression assumptions are met, and for that reason, an OLS can be
performed. In the next section, the results of the data analyses are presented.
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5.5 Testing the Hypotheses
This section illustrates the evaluations and results of the data analyses. The
presentation of the results is based on the sequence of hypotheses and the
subordinate research question.
As explained, an OLS was created for hypotheses 1 to 3 and for the
subordinate research question, whereby a linear regression model was
constructed for each of the three dependent variables quality, range, and
severity. Therefore, the coefficients, p, and t-values are determined. However,
Table 5: Linear regression model contains only the coefficients. The full linear
regression table with the corresponding p- and t-values is shown in the
appendix. Moreover, the number of calculated observations, R2 and the
adjusted R2, are specified for each model. The significance of the coefficients
is marked on the 10 percent level with one asterisk, on the 5 percent level with
two asterisks, and on the 1 percent level with three asterisks. Table 5 illustrates
the OLS regression, after which the individual results are discussed.
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Dependent variable:
Quality

Range

Severity

(1)

(2)

(3)

System quality

0.094**

0.024

0.045

Information quality

-0.037

-0.025

-0.076*

Service quality

0.053

-0.043

-0.011

User satisfaction

-0.069

-0.053

-0.046

Use

-0.034

0.012

-0.076**

0.028

0.017

0.033

-0.062**

-0.040

-0.094***

Communication

0.019

-0.038

0.019

Well-informedness & learning

-0.022

0.011

0.005

Participate in decision-making

-0.003

-0.022

-0.026

Trust

-0.019

0.020

0.052

Attraction to politics and policy

-0.035*

0.011

-0.016

Commitment to the public
interest / civic duty

-0.003

-0.009

0.039

Compassion

0.033

-0.055

0.064*

Self-sacrifice

0.007

-0.024

-0.074*

Own-use

0.0004

0.065*

0.036

Ideology

0.005

-0.040

-0.044

Altruism

0.044

0.048

0.078**

Fun

0.001

0.015

0.003

Reciprocity

0.004

0.020

-0.027

Female

-0.033

0.045

0.113*

Age (in years)

-0.003

-0.002

-0.002

Citizen of Zurich

-0.061

-0.294***

-0.058

Vocational education

-0.204

0.020

-0.081

Vocational maturation

-0.049

0.142

0.117

High school

-0.185

0.284

0.051

IS success model

Net benefits
Time
Convenience

Public service motivation

Motivation

Control variables
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Dependent variable:
Quality

Range

Severity

(1)

(2)

(3)

College of higher education

-0.163

0.008

-0.009

University degree

-0.128

0.194

0.023

Doctorate or higher

-0.251

0.034

0.114

Other education

0.408

0.746

-0.416

0.076

0.249*

-0.116

-0.009*

0.007

-0.006

Employed in the public sector

0.011

-0.035

-0.076

Self-employed

0.060

0.055

-0.094

Other employment

-0.076

0.084

-0.099

More than one e-mail

0.025

-0.086

0.067

3.405***

4.077***

3.141***

626

626

626

R2

0.064

0.090

0.088

Adjusted R2

0.006

0.034

0.033

Residual Std. Error (df = 589)

0.561

0.784

0.623

Native language German
Working percent

Constant
Observations

F Statistic (df = 36; 589)

1.112 (p =
0.304)

1.609**

(p =
0.015)

1.584** (p =
0.018)

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Note:

Table 5: Linear regression model

The R2 of the first regression model, quality, is 0.064, according to which the
model can explain 6.4 percent of the variance of the dependent variable. The
adjusted R2 is considered to exclude a false correlation. Therefore, 0.6 percent
of the variation is explained by the independent variables that have an actual
effect on the dependent variable of quality.
In the context of the second regression, the dependent variable of range is
analyzed. It is investigated how well the chosen model is suitable for the study
of the dependent variable and how much of its total variance can be explained
by it. The R2 of the second regression model is 0.090, according to which the
construct can explain 9 percent of the variance of the dependent variable.
Considering the adjusted R2 to rule out a false correlation, 3.4 percent of the
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variation is explained by the independent variables that affect the dependent
variable of range.
For the third model, the dependent variable of severity is investigated. The
calculation of R2 shows that 8.8 percent of the variance of the dependent
variable can be explained with the model. The adjusted R2 expresses that only
3.3 percent of the variation is explained by the independent variables that have
an effect on the dependent variable of severity.

5.5.1 Hypotheses 1 to 3
In this section, the results of hypotheses 1 to 3 are presented on the basis of
the regression table.

Hypothesis 1.1a) Quality of reports is positively associated with system quality.
The independent variable system quality (sq_mean) has a significant effect at
the 10 percent level for the first regression model, quality of reports (p = 0.013),
and the coefficient is 0.094. The independent variable system quality and the
dependent variable quality of reports are positively related. This means that
the more satisfied the citizens are with the system quality of the platform ZWN,
the more likely they are to write reports of high quality on ZWN. Thus,
hypothesis 1.1.a can be confirmed. However, hypothesis 2.1a could not be
supported even though the coefficient is positive. No significant support can
be found for this hypothesis (p = 0.647). Hypothesis 3.1.a is also not supported
by a significant result (p = 0.285). System quality has no significant effect on
the range or severity of a report.

Hypothesis 3.1b) Severity of reports is positively associated with information
quality.
Hypothesis 1.1b postulates a positively associated relationship between
information quality (iq_mean) and quality of reports on ZWN, while hypotheses
2.1b and 3.1b state the same relationship for range and severity of reports. A
negative but insignificant coefficient is evaluated for H1.1b (coefficient = 0.037; p = 0.356) as well as for H2.1.b (coefficient = -0.025; p = 0.658). Thus,
hypotheses 1.1b and 2.1b are rejected. However hypothesis 3.1b indicates a
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negative but significant coefficient at the 10 percent level (coefficient = -0.076,
p = 0.091). This signifies a negative association between information quality
and the severity of reports. The better the information quality, the less severe
issues are reported on ZWN. Therefore, hypothesis 3.1b is not supported even
though the coefficient is significant.

Regarding the independent variable service quality (svq_mean), none of the
hypotheses 1.1c, 2.1c, and 3.1c is supported. The p-values are not significant
for the three regression models (H1.1c: p = 0.238; H2.1c: p = 0.497; H3.1c: p
= 0.822). Hence, a good service quality of ZWN has neither a positive nor
negative effect on high-value reports of citizens. Hypotheses 1.1d, 2.1d, and
3.1d have a similar result. The variable of user satisfaction has no influence
on high-value reports, neither on the quality, range, or severity of reports
(H1.1d: p = 0.152; H2.1d: p = 0.433; H3.1d: p = 0.389). All three hypotheses
are therefore rejected.

Hypothesis 3.1e) Severity of reports is positively associated with the use.
The independent variable of use, which is measured by the number of reports
per user (NrOfReportsUser), has a significant but negative effect on the
severity of reports at the 5 percent level (coefficient = -0.076; p = 0.011). The
more issues a user reports on ZWN, the less severe these issues are.
Therefore, hypothesis 3.1e is rejected. The variable use is not associated at
all with the quality or range of reports (H1.1e: p = 0.200; H2.1e: p = 0.758).
Both hypotheses are not supported.

Considering the first dimension of the net benefits, time (nbA_mean), there are
no significant results in relation to high-value reports. Even if users of ZWN
can benefit from time savings, it will not affect them to issue reports with high
quality, range, or severity. Hypothesis 1.2a for the model quality (p = 0.394),
H2.2a for the model range (p = 0.713), and hypothesis 3.2a for the model
severity (p = 0.355) are rejected.

Hypothesis 1.2b) Quality and 3.2b) Severity of reports is positively associated
with the net benefit convenience.
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The second dimension of the net benefits, convenience (nbB_mean), indicates
a significant result at the 5 percent level; however, there is a marginally
negative relationship to the dependent variable of quality (coefficient = -0.062;
p = 0.049). Additionally, a highly significant but also negative relationship is
found between convenience and severity of reports (coefficient= -0.094; p =
0.008). Hence, the better the convenience of ZWN, the less likely that issues
with high quality and severity are reported on it. On the other hand, no
significance can be claimed for convenience in the second model, range (p =
0.360).

It is surprising that no further significant results among the remaining net
benefits could be assessed neither for the model quality, range, and severity.
Consequently,

the

variables

of

communication

(nbC_mean),

well-

informedness and learning (nbD_mean), participate in decision-making
(nbE_mean), and trust (nbF_mean) have no significant effect on users
submitting high-value reports on ZWN. Therefore, the remaining hypotheses
within the net benefits construct are rejected.

Hypothesis 1.3a) Quality of reports is positively associated with attraction to
politics and policy.
In the construct of PSM, hypothesis 1.3a postulates a positively associated
relationship between the quality of reports and attraction to politics and policy
(apm_mean). The results indicate there is a significant negative effect on the
quality of reports in regard to the attraction to politics and policy (coefficient =
-0.035; p = 0.078). The more attracted users are to politics and policy, the less
likely they are to issue reports of high quality on ZWN. Hypotheses 2.3a and
3.3a also state a positive association between the models range and severity
and the variable attraction to politics and policy. However, no significance is
detected for these hypotheses. Likewise, there is no significance effect on
quality, range, or severity of reports regarding commitment to the public
interest/civic duty (cpi_mean).

Hypothesis 3.3c) Severity of reports is positively associated with compassion.
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The results indicate another positive and significant effect on the severity of
reports if a user has a high level of compassion (coefficient = 0.064; p = 0.054).
Therefore, hypothesis 3.3c is confirmed. The higher a user’s compassion
(com_mean), the more likely he or she issues reports with a high severity on
ZWN. However, no significance was evaluated for quality or range of reports.
Thus, hypotheses 1.3c and 2.3.c are rejected.

Hypothesis 3.3d) Severity of reports is positively associated with self-sacrifice.
To investigate the self-sacrifice (ssf_mean) of a user, a hypothesis was
formulated that self-sacrifice has a positive effect on high-value reports. The
results indicate a significant effect on the severity of reports at the 10 percent
level, even though it is negative. Thus, severity of reports is negatively
associated with self-sacrifice (coefficient = -0.074; p = 0.058). The hypothesis
3.3d is therefore rejected. Also, hypotheses 1.3d and 2.3d cannot be
supported due to insignificant results. Thus, self-sacrifice has no effect on the
severity of reports.

Hypothesis 2.4a) Range of reports is positively associated with own-use.
Lastly, the associations of motivational factors and high-value reports are
analyzed. Hypothesis 2.4a, which states a positive association between ownuse and the range of reports, is supported (coefficient = 0.065; p = 0.063).
There is a significant and positive effect on the range of reports if a person is
motivated to use ZWN due to the factor of own-use (moA_mean). Conversely,
no significant association is found for the models of quality and severity. Thus,
hypotheses 1.4a and 3.4a are rejected.
Furthermore, the motivational factor ideology (moB_mean) is analyzed.
Hypotheses 1.4b for quality, 2.4b for range, and 3.4b for severity of reports
indicate a positive association with ideology. However, the p-values express
an insignificant effect on high-value reports.

Hypothesis 3.4c) Severity of reports is positively associated with altruism.
Hypothesis 3.4c investigates the relationship between the motivational factor
altruism (moC_mean) and severity of reports. A very significant positive effect
on the severity of reports is found at the 5 percent level if a user of ZWN has
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an altruistic disposition (coefficient = 0.078; p = 0.014). However, the quality
and range of reports are not associated with altruism. There is no significant
effect. Moreover, no significant relationship between high-value reports
(quality, range, severity) and the independent variables fun (moD_mean) and
reciprocity (moE_mean) can be claimed. Therefore, hypotheses 1.4d–e, 2.4d–
e, and 3.4d–e are rejected.

To conclude, several independent variables have a significant influence on the
quality, range, or severity of reports on ZWN; however, some have a negative
and others a positive effect.

5.5.2 Subordinate Research Question
Regarding the subordinate research question of whether socioeconomic
characteristics have a significant influence on citizens to write high-value
reports, the relationships between the dependent variables quality, range, and
severity and several control variables were analyzed.
First, gender was investigated, which is positively related to the severity of
reports on a 10 percent level (coefficient = 0.113; p = 0.080). Accordingly,
women are more likely to submit reports with a high severity. However, gender
has no significant influence on the variables quality and range, which also
define high-value reports. Secondly, the control variable age was investigated.
Apparently, age is not associated with the quality (p = 0.225), range (p =
0.422), or severity (p = 0.467) of reports. Thirdly, high-value reports were
examined regarding the control variable city, which shows if a user of ZWN
actually lives in Zurich or outside. Interestingly, a highly significant but negative
effect on the range of reports is detected if a user actually lives in the city of
Zurich (coefficient = -0.294; p = 0.002). Thus, users who live in Zurich are more
likely to report issues with a lower range. Fourthly, the association between
high-value reports and users’ education was inspected. The variable of
education is divided into the levels compulsory school, vocational
education/apprenticeship, vocational maturation, high school, college of higher
education, university degree, doctorate or higher, and others. Nevertheless,
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the different levels of education have no significant influence on high-value
reports.
Fifthly, the language of users, containing German, French, Italian, Romansh,
English, and others is analyzed regarding the value of reports. Due to a small
number of users on ZWN who speak a language other than German, all
languages but German are combined into one category. Thus, a significant
effect on range of reports (coefficient = 0.249; p = 0.053) is observed if a user
speaks German. Sixthly, a marginally significant but negative effect on the
quality of reports in regard of the control variable percent of workload is shown
(coefficient = -0.009; p = 0.071). In this case, people who work more often tend
to issue reports of lower quality on ZWN. Seventhly, the relationship between
high-value reports and the work sector where users on ZWN are employed
was investigated. In the survey, the private sector, public sector, nonprofit
sector, self-employed sector, and others could be chosen. For the data
analysis, the nonprofit sector was included in “others” since only a marginal
number of survey respondents worked in this area. Nevertheless, no
significant results were found for high-value reports. Lastly, the surveyed
question about if users participated on ZWN with more than one e-mail address
shows no significant effect on the value of reports.
By conducting an OLS, several significant results can be claimed and are
analyzed and compared to the theory in the discussion chapter.

5.5.3 Hypothesis 4
The last hypothesis postulates that users on ZWN who actually live in the city
of Zurich tend to focus more on issues that affect them personally. By
comparing the means of the variable own-use (moA_mean) as a motivational
indicator to participate on ZWN and the demographic control variable citizen
of Zurich, a difference of 0.309 is noted (mean of own-use = 5.09; mean of
citizen = 4.78). Afterward, a spearman correlation was conducted to test the
relationship and its significance between the two variables. It can be stated
that there is a significant and positive relationship between the two variables.
However the strength of the relationship is rather low (rho = 0.096; p = 0.012).
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There is a significant but weak association between Citizens of Zurich and the
variable own-use.
All results based on the hypotheses and subordinate research question are
presented in this chapter. In the following chapter, the evaluated results are
discussed and compared to the theory.
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6 Discussion
In this chapter, the evaluated data are linked with the theoretical background.
The individual results are briefly repeated, whereby the focus lies on the
significant results, and their importance for this study is assigned. In a first part,
hypotheses 1 to 3 are discussed, followed by the subordinate research
question and hypothesis 4. In addition to the discussion, the limitations of the
study, implications for ZWN, and an outlook for further research possibilities
are presented.
Wang and Liao (2008) postulate that information quality, user satisfaction, and
net benefits have a much greater impact on the actual usage than a high
system quality. However, the data analysis of ZWN shows that a high system
quality is positively associated with the quality of the reports that users leave
on the platform, ZWN. Meaning that the higher users perceive the system
quality of ZWN, the more likely they report issues on it of a high quality. AlMamary, Shamsuddin, and Aziati (2014) found in their study that a good
system quality has a positive effect on the quality of information, which in turn
improves the organizational performance. The results of the data analysis
about ZWN demonstrates that a user-friendly software, offering key functions
that are easy to use, in turn, also has a positive influence on citizens to issue
reports that contain clear and detailed information understandable to other
users.
Nevertheless, the findings from the survey of the perceived information quality
cannot be compared directly to the results of the study by Wang and Liao
(2008), which postulate that the information quality has a high effect on the
actual use of a system. In the case of ZWN, there is no relationship between
the information quality and high-value reports regarding the categories of
quality and range. On the other hand, high information quality has a negative
effect on the severity of reports. The more up-to-date and accessible the
information on ZWN is, the more likely users will report issues that contain a
low value in severity. Possibly, by providing precise information about how to
use ZWN, users will become aware of the various types of issues they can
report. In other words, users get to know that they can report a wide range of
issues within many different categories such as waste disposal, lighting, public
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streets, and so on. Therefore, they might be aware that they can report
marginal issues such as graffiti or illegal waste disposal on the same platform
where they can report obvious and very serious damage. Furthermore, users
who consider the information quality to be high on ZWN may be conscious that
very severe issues should not be reported on ZWN, but directly to the police.
These might be reasons for a decrease of the severity of reports when the
quality of information on ZWN is high. Conversely, the variable of service
quality has no influence at all on high-value reports.
Furthermore, the dimension of use of the IS success model also has a very
negative effect on the severity of reports. According to DeLone and McLean
(2004), system use is an essential factor for the success of an information
system, especially if the usage is voluntary. In association with the dependent
variables for high-value reports, use has no effect on the quality or range of
reports. In contrast, the more issues a user reports, the less severe are the
reports they submit. It is possible that the more issues that a user reports, the
more details he or she might notice within the city’s infrastructure and the wider
the range in severity and categories he or she will report. Therefore, as with
the finding before, not only obvious and serious damage but also small issues
of lower severity will be reported.
The different dimensions of the net benefit construct provide interesting
results. While the dimensions of time, communication, well-informedness and
learning, participate in decision-making, and trust have no influence on highvalue reports, the dimension of convenience has a strong negative effect on
the quality and severity of reports submitted by users of ZWN. However, the
range of reports is not affected. Although Scott et al. (2015) postulate in their
study that citizens care more about benefits such as trust, well-informedness,
participation, and personalization than about convenience or time savings,
convenience is the only dimension in the net benefits construct in this study
that has a significant impact on high-value reports. The finding that if the
convenience of the platform ZWN is high, the severity of reports submitted
decreases is reasonable because if ZWN can be used at anytime from
anywhere, more and all possible types of damage with low to high severity can
be reported continually. In this regard, it is also evident that the number of
reports per user increases and the severity of reports decreases. However, the
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finding that higher convenience affects the quality of reports negatively is not
intuitive. It may be possible that high convenience leads to low-quality reports
because they are submitted, for example, on the way to work. Thus, users
might quickly report the issue via smartphone. However, to confirm this
assumption, it would be necessary to compare the quality of reports submitted
via mobile application to issues reported via web browser in a further study.
To find out what influences users to submit high-value reports, several factors
were investigated. Among others, four dimensions of the PSM construct were
derived from the study of Perry (1996) and examined as to whether they
influence the quality, range, and severity of reports submitted by users of ZWN.
A further study analyzed the relationship between PSM and resignation. It was
found that the dimensions of commitment to the public interest and attraction
to politics and policy have negative effects on resignation. On the other hand,
the dimensions of compassion and self-sacrifice affect resignation positively
(Giauque, Ritz, Varone, & Anderfuhren-Biget, 2012). For the study of ZWN,
the results indicate that the dimension attraction to politics and policy exerts a
marginally negative effect on the quality of issued reports. If users are
interested in politics, the more likely they are to submit reports of low quality.
Range and severity are not affected, and the dimension commitment to the
public interest has no influence on high-value reports at all. However,
compassion has a positive effect on the severity of reports, whereas selfsacrifice is paradoxically negatively associated with the severity of reports.
Thus, the more compassion a user expresses for other people, the more likely
a severe issue is reported. On the other hand, if a person actually tends to
sacrifice something for another person, meaning shows a high result in the
dimension of self-sacrifice, the less likely this person is to issue reports of high
severity.
Finally, the relationship between high-value reports and motivation factors to
engage on ZWN was investigated. Various motivational factors were collected
from studies on the open source environment and were subsequently
evaluated in the context of open government (Wijnhoven et al., 2015). Lakhani
and Wolf (2005) argue that own-use is the most important, fun the second, and
ideology the third most important motivational factor for software developers
to participate in open source software projects. Wijnhoven et al. (2015) also
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confirm that fun is an important motivational factor in the context of open
government projects. In the analysis about ZWN, however, only the factors of
own-use and altruism indicate a significant relationship to one of the
dimensions of high-value reports. The motivational factor of altruism has a
positive effect on the severity of reports. If users have an altruistic disposition
and participate on ZWN, for example, because they want to support the city,
they are more likely to submit reports of high severity. It is possible that users
who are motivated for altruistic reasons focus more on serious issues as they
have a higher level of severity and therefore are more important to fix as soon
as possible.
Own-use, on the other hand, is positively associated with the range of reports.
Thus, if people use ZWN for their own purposes and hope that issues that
personally affect them will be fixed, the more likely it is they will report issues
that affect a large number of people. This is interesting because, at first, one
might assume that users who engage on ZWN to solve their own problems
more likely report issues that concern only a few people, i.e. indicate a low
range of reports. Considering other significant influences on the range of
reports, it becomes apparent that the control variable city has a strong negative
effect on the range of reports. This implies that people who actually live in the
city of Zurich are more likely to use ZWN to report issues within the city’s
infrastructure that affect fewer people and therefore indicate a small range of
reports. A plausible explanation could be that people live geographically
spread out in the city of Zurich and, compared to commuters, do not only stay
in the urban centers but also in residential areas that are not too heavily
frequented. Therefore, citizens of Zurich have the opportunity to detect more
issues in areas that are not densely populated, apart from the center, such as
their own residential districts. However, the data analysis shows that the
relationship between own-use and range (hypothesis 2.4a) is slightly positive,
but the association between the control variable city and range (subordinate
research question) is strongly negative.
It is also of interest to examine whether citizens of Zurich engage on ZWN for
other reasons than commuters do. Hypothesis 4 has been formulated in this
regard, postulating that citizens of Zurich focus more on issues that affect
them. For this purpose, a group comparison between citizens of Zurich and
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commuters was carried out and compared to the motivational factor of ownuse. The results of the data analysis indicate a weak association between the
variable citizen of Zurich and own-use. However the association is positive and
significant, which means that hypothesis 4 is true. Nevertheless, the obtained
results of the positive association between own-use and range (hypothesis
2.4a) do not match the confirmed hypothesis 4 as well as the negative
relationship between citizens of Zurich and range. It is possible that the
influence of commuters who also use ZWN for selfish reasons is large, and the
result regarding the positive association between own-use and range is
biased.
With regard to the remaining control variables, gender (female) is positively
associated with the severity of reports. No significant influence is expressed
on high-value reports due to the variables of age, educational degree, or
working sector. However, users who speak German as their native language
are more likely to report issues containing a high range compared to people
speaking a foreign language. Here again, there is the possibility that there are
many commuters in the group of German speakers and that people speaking
a foreign language more likely live in Zurich because their journey to work
would be too long. This would again confirm the conclusion obtained
previously that people who actually live in Zurich tend to report issues
concerning a small range of people because they might report issues within
their own residential area, which is not as heavily frequented as the urban
center. Lastly, the control variable of percent has a slightly negative effect on
the quality of reports. Thus, the more someone works, the lower the quality of
reports they submit.

6.1 Limitations
In this chapter, several limitations of the study about ZWN are presented.
However, a comparison with the findings from existing studies is difficult for
this research question because, for the analysis, two different data sets were
linked that were derived from various theories. Therefore, the relationship
between the variables of one data set (survey), in which the reasons for the
participation on ZWN were surveyed, and the variables that argue for high-
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value reports (coding) was analyzed. It is, however, difficult to derive a
conclusion from the existing theory since only its variables were derived to
analyze a different aspect.
Furthermore, the coefficients of determination (R2) of the linear regression
indicate a low value for hypothesis 1 to 3. The independent variables might not
optimally be suited to explain the variance of the dependent variable. It is
questionable whether conclusions can actually be drawn about the
correlations.
A further limitation is the survey itself. Many participants did not fully complete
the survey, and therefore many values are missing. Since the survey was
rather long, possibly the number of missing values could have been reduced
with a shorter survey. It is also possible that not all questions were correctly
understood by the participants; hence, they did not complete the survey.
The last point is the data analysis. DeLone and McLean (2003) postulate in
the updated IS success model that the dimensions are interrelated. In this
evaluation of ZWN, however, the mean values of the items of the
corresponding dimensions were formed, and subsequently the associations
between the dimensions of the IS success model and the factors for high-value
reports (quality, range, severity) were individually investigated. Eventually, the
realization of a structural equitation model to capture the interrelation of the
dimensions of the IS success model would have led to a marginally different
result.

6.2 Implications for “Züri wie neu”
The city of Zurich, ZWN, and other citizen sourcing, more precisely, citizen
reporting platforms can derive important findings from this research and benefit
from them.
As mentioned, several factors have a positive effect on high-value reports. For
example, a high system quality of the platform has a very positive effect on the
quality of reports submitted by users. It seems, therefore, relevant for city
administrations to offer a platform that is user-friendly and provides the most
necessary functions. In return, they may benefit from reports that are
sufficiently detailed and contain informative photos.
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Other influencing factors that have a positive effect on high-value reports are
individual motivational reasons to participate on the platform. These factors
cannot be directly influenced by the city administration. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to know which motivational reasons encourage users to write
valuable reports. Furthermore, the survey alone, without considering the value
of reports, provides many exciting insights into the reasons users participate
on ZWN and why they are motivated to get involved in public tasks. By
considering the results of the survey, the potential for further citizen sourcing
or open government applications might be determined. However, this is not
part of this master’s thesis and is therefore not discussed further. To some
extent, previous studies have already investigated the reasons for citizens to
engage on ZWN.

6.3 Further Research
Research on open government and citizen sourcing is relatively extensive and
is also gaining more attention. Various papers exist on success factors and
motivation factors that support open government systems. However, there is
no study comparable to ZWN in which the value of reports of a citizen reporting
platform is measured and their association with influencing factors as to why
people engage on such platforms is analyzed. There is still the possibility for
further research in the area of citizen sourcing or specifically about ZWN.
Therefore a research outlook is provided in this section.
In this study, three factors quality, range, and severity were derived that
indicate high-value reports. These dimensions could, in further research, be
extended by an additional category containing less obvious but still very
important issues for blind or disabled people. Within the city’s infrastructure,
important orientation aids such as signal generators for blind people or ramps
for people in wheelchairs might also be damaged and need to be fixed. Since
not a wide range of people are affected by those kind of issues, less obvious
problems would be reported, and probably the category would correlate
negatively with the range of reports. However, the category would contain very
important and valuable reports and could therefore be included in future
research projects.
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Furthermore, the question remains as to whether citizen reporting platforms
such as ZWN actually provide an advantage for a city administration. It would
be interesting to analyze in a further study whether a city administration is more
efficient or whether the platform even causes additional expenditure for city
administrations. Due to the coproduction with citizens, city officials may need
to carry out fewer inspections of the city’s infrastructure; however, they must
manage the platform and still conduct checks of the urban infrastructure. This
would provide interesting insights into whether citizen reporting platforms are
relevant for city administrations after all.
Moreover, the individual motivational factors could be examined in more detail,
and a distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation could be drawn. It
would be pertinent to find out whether users who are more intrinsically
motivated to engage on ZWN issue more high-value reports than extrinsically
motivated users do.
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7 Conclusion
In this final chapter, the most important topics are again addressed and
summarized in a brief overview.
With the revolution of new information and communication technologies,
governments have begun transforming from a traditional paper-based to a
digital and subsequent open government. Open government does not simply
define the digitalization of governmental processes but is a cultural
transformation to a shared government (Chun et al., 2010). Citizens are no
longer passive consumers but actively participate and cooperate in
governmental decision-making processes (Linders, 2012). Various terms
express the open government concept, including citizen sourcing, which
focuses on crowd sourcing, i.e. the involvement of citizens in governmental
activities (Hilgers, 2012). Citizen sourcing can further be broken down into
different types, including citizen reporting, which is investigated in this master’s
thesis. Therefore, the citizen reporting platform ZWN was analyzed, which
allows users to report issues within the city’s infrastructure by uploading photos
and a short description attached with the geolocation.
In this master’s thesis, the following research question was formed: What
influences citizens to issue high-value reports on the “Züri wie neu” platform?
To answer this question, various factors about why users engage on ZWN
were surveyed. These factors were derived from multiple studies that indicate
success factors of open government concepts, such as the IS success model,
PSM, and studies about motivational reasons for open source developers.
Furthermore submitted reports by users on ZWN were coded according to their
value based on three factors of quality, range and severity. The two data sets
were merged and tested for their association by conducting a linear regression
analysis (OLS).
Hypotheses 1 to 3 postulated a positive relationship between the different
factors as to why users engage on ZWN and those that indicate high-value
reports. However, in analyzing the results, not all hypotheses can be
confirmed. Nevertheless, the data analysis yielded some significant results.
System quality is positively associated with the quality of reports, range of
reports indicates a positive relationship with the variable of own-use, and
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severity of reports is positively influenced by the variables compassion and
altruism. In addition to the first three hypotheses, socioeconomic influences on
high-value reports were examined. Again, some significant results were found.
At last, a group comparison between citizens of Zurich and commuters
determined that users who live in Zurich tend to focus on issues that personally
affect them. Although some hypotheses were rejected, they showed relevant
results. Furthermore, the conclusion could be drawn that high information
quality, as well as the increasing number of issues a user reports, the high
level of convenience of ZWN, and a high value of the variable self-sacrifice
influence the severity of reports in a negative way.
The main research question, concerning which factors affect users to issue
high-value reports, could thus be answered in detail. The data analysis shows
that various technical but also motivational factors influencing people to use
ZWN, have a positive effect on users to submit high-value reports. This
master’s thesis generally shows the importance of citizen sourcing and how it
can change the way citizens communicate with governments or city
administrations.
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Appendix
A. Full linear regression model
Dependent variable:

sq_mean

iq_mean

svq_mean

us_mean

NrOfReportsUser

nbA_mean

nbB_mean

nbC_mean

nbD_mean

avg.quality
(1)

avg.range
(2)

avg.severity
(3)

0.094**
(0.037)
t = 2.497
p = 0.013
-0.037
(0.040)
t = -0.925
p = 0.356
0.053
(0.045)
t = 1.183
p = 0.238
-0.069
(0.048)
t = -1.436
p = 0.152
-0.034
(0.027)
t = -1.285
p = 0.200
0.028
(0.032)
t = 0.855
p = 0.394
-0.062**
(0.031)
t = -1.977
p = 0.049
0.019
(0.032)
t = 0.581
p = 0.562
-0.022
(0.029)

0.024
(0.052)
t = 0.459
p = 0.647
-0.025
(0.056)
t = -0.443
p = 0.658
-0.043
(0.063)
t = -0.680
p = 0.497
-0.053
(0.067)
t = -0.785
p = 0.433
0.012
(0.037)
t = 0.309
p = 0.758
0.017
(0.045)
t = 0.368
p = 0.713
-0.040
(0.044)
t = -0.918
p = 0.360
-0.038
(0.045)
t = -0.841
p = 0.401
0.011
(0.041)

0.045
(0.042)
t = 1.072
p = 0.285
-0.076*
(0.045)
t = -1.696
p = 0.091
-0.011
(0.050)
t = -0.225
p = 0.822
-0.046
(0.054)
t = -0.863
p = 0.389
-0.076**
(0.030)
t = -2.553
p = 0.011
0.033
(0.036)
t = 0.927
p = 0.355
-0.094***
(0.035)
t = -2.685
p = 0.008
0.019
(0.036)
t = 0.527
p = 0.599
0.005
(0.032)
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Dependent variable:

nbE_mean

nbF_mean

apm_mean

cpi_mean

com_mean

ssf_mean

moA_mean

moB_mean

moC_mean

avg.quality
(1)

avg.range
(2)

avg.severity
(3)

t = -0.766
p = 0.444
-0.003
(0.027)
t = -0.104
p = 0.918
-0.019
(0.049)
t = -0.385
p = 0.701
-0.035*
(0.020)
t = -1.769
p = 0.078
-0.003
(0.035)
t = -0.095
p = 0.925
0.033
(0.030)
t = 1.120
p = 0.264
0.007
(0.035)
t = 0.191
p = 0.849
0.0004
(0.025)
t = 0.018
p = 0.986
0.005
(0.025)
t = 0.204
p = 0.839
0.044
(0.029)
t = 1.539

t = 0.281
p = 0.780
-0.022
(0.038)
t = -0.584
p = 0.560
0.020
(0.069)
t = 0.294
p = 0.770
0.011
(0.028)
t = 0.407
p = 0.684
-0.009
(0.049)
t = -0.183
p = 0.855
-0.055
(0.042)
t = -1.320
p = 0.188
-0.024
(0.049)
t = -0.497
p = 0.620
0.065*
(0.035)
t = 1.867
p = 0.063
-0.040
(0.034)
t = -1.152
p = 0.250
0.048
(0.040)
t = 1.214

t = 0.170
p = 0.866
-0.026
(0.030)
t = -0.848
p = 0.397
0.052
(0.055)
t = 0.942
p = 0.347
-0.016
(0.022)
t = -0.701
p = 0.484
0.039
(0.039)
t = 0.985
p = 0.325
0.064*
(0.033)
t = 1.933
p = 0.054
-0.074*
(0.039)
t = -1.905
p = 0.058
0.036
(0.028)
t = 1.300
p = 0.194
-0.044
(0.027)
t = -1.597
p = 0.111
0.078**
(0.032)
t = 2.473
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Dependent variable:

moD_mean

moE_mean

female

age

city

factor(edu)2

factor(edu)3

factor(edu)4

factor(edu)5

avg.quality
(1)

avg.range
(2)

avg.severity
(3)

p = 0.125
0.001
(0.019)
t = 0.051
p = 0.960
0.004
(0.025)
t = 0.161
p = 0.873
-0.033
(0.058)
t = -0.576
p = 0.565
-0.003
(0.002)
t = -1.217
p = 0.225
-0.061
(0.065)
t = -0.944
p = 0.346
-0.204
(0.232)
t = -0.881
p = 0.379
-0.049
(0.268)
t = -0.183
p = 0.855
-0.185
(0.253)
t = -0.730
p = 0.466
-0.163
(0.234)
t = -0.697
p = 0.486

p = 0.226
0.015
(0.026)
t = 0.586
p = 0.559
0.020
(0.035)
t = 0.581
p = 0.562
0.045
(0.081)
t = 0.555
p = 0.580
-0.002
(0.003)
t = -0.804
p = 0.422
-0.294***
(0.091)
t = -3.228
p = 0.002
0.020
(0.324)
t = 0.062
p = 0.951
0.142
(0.375)
t = 0.378
p = 0.706
0.284
(0.354)
t = 0.803
p = 0.423
0.008
(0.327)
t = 0.026
p = 0.980

p = 0.014
0.003
(0.021)
t = 0.124
p = 0.902
-0.027
(0.027)
t = -0.997
p = 0.319
0.113*
(0.064)
t = 1.759
p = 0.080
-0.002
(0.002)
t = -0.729
p = 0.467
-0.058
(0.072)
t = -0.802
p = 0.424
-0.081
(0.257)
t = -0.316
p = 0.753
0.117
(0.298)
t = 0.392
p = 0.696
0.051
(0.281)
t = 0.181
p = 0.857
-0.009
(0.260)
t = -0.035
p = 0.973
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Dependent variable:

factor(edu)6

factor(edu)7

factor(edu)8

german

percent

factor(sector)2

factor(sector)4

factor(sector)5

mmail

Constant

avg.quality
(1)

avg.range
(2)

avg.severity
(3)

-0.128
(0.233)
t = -0.550
p = 0.583
-0.251
(0.243)
t = -1.031
p = 0.304
0.408
(0.338)
t = 1.205
p = 0.229
0.076
(0.092)
t = 0.826
p = 0.409
-0.009*
(0.005)
t = -1.813
p = 0.071
0.011
(0.056)
t = 0.193
p = 0.847
0.060
(0.079)
t = 0.759
p = 0.449
-0.076
(0.091)
t = -0.835
p = 0.404
0.025
(0.081)
t = 0.303
p = 0.762
3.405***

0.194
(0.326)
t = 0.595
p = 0.552
0.034
(0.340)
t = 0.099
p = 0.921
0.746
(0.473)
t = 1.578
p = 0.116
0.249*
(0.128)
t = 1.939
p = 0.053
0.007
(0.007)
t = 1.101
p = 0.272
-0.035
(0.078)
t = -0.446
p = 0.656
0.055
(0.110)
t = 0.495
p = 0.621
0.084
(0.128)
t = 0.657
p = 0.512
-0.086
(0.114)
t = -0.758
p = 0.449
4.077***

0.023
(0.259)
t = 0.091
p = 0.928
0.114
(0.270)
t = 0.422
p = 0.673
-0.416
(0.376)
t = -1.106
p = 0.270
-0.116
(0.102)
t = -1.143
p = 0.254
-0.006
(0.005)
t = -1.176
p = 0.240
-0.076
(0.062)
t = -1.227
p = 0.221
-0.094
(0.088)
t = -1.079
p = 0.282
-0.099
(0.102)
t = -0.977
p = 0.329
0.067
(0.090)
t = 0.745
p = 0.457
3.141***
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Dependent variable:

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error (df =
589)
F Statistic (df = 36; 589)

avg.quality
(1)

avg.range
(2)

avg.severity
(3)

(0.350)
t = 9.723
p = 0.000

(0.490)
t = 8.329
p = 0.000

(0.389)
t = 8.077
p = 0.000

626
0.064
0.006

626
0.090
0.034

626
0.088
0.033

0.561

0.784

0.623

1.112 (p =
0.304)

1.609** (p =
0.015)

1.584** (p =
0.018)

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Note:

Table 6: Full linear regression model

B. Correlation table
SQ1
SQ2
SQ3
SQ4
SQ5

SQ1
1
0.787
0.66
0.7
0.663

SQ2
0.787
1
0.711
0.708
0.692

SQ3
0.66
0.711
1
0.66
0.704

SQ5
0.663
0.692
0.704
0.651
1

IQ1
IQ2
IQ3
IQ4
IQ5

IQ1
1
0.579
0.628
0.577
0.623

IQ2
0.579
1
0.567
0.581
0.635

IQ3
0.628
0.567
1
0.638
0.665

IQ5
0.623
0.635
0.665
0.728
1

SvQ1
SvQ2
SvQ3
SvQ4
SvQ5

SvQ1
1
0.662
0.841
0.624
0.887

SvQ2
0.662
1
0.636
0.554
0.679

SvQ3
0.841
0.636
1
0.621
0.848

SvQ5
0.887
0.679
0.848
0.602
1

US1
US2

US1
1
0.796

US2
0.796
1

US3
0.624
0.615

US5
0.72
0.707
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US3
US4
US5

0.624
0.794
0.72

0.615
0.837
0.707

1
0.594
0.599

NB1
NB2
NB3

NB1
1
0.512
0.604

NB2
0.512
1
0.584

NB3
0.604
0.584
1

NB5
NB6
NB7

NB5
1
0.72
0.349

NB6
0.72
1
0.357

NB7
0.349
0.357
1

NB8
NB9
NB10

NB8
1
0.768
0.752

NB9
0.768
1
0.79

NB10
0.752
0.79
1

NB11
NB12
NB13

NB11
1
0.625
0.564

NB12
0.625
1
0.613

NB13
0.564
0.613
1

NB14
NB15
NB16
NB17

NB14
1
0.641
0.656
0.611

NB15
0.641
1
0.693
0.674

NB16
0.656
0.693
1
0.706

NB18
NB19
NB20
NB21

NB18
1
0.62
0.564
0.639

NB19
0.62
1
0.753
0.693

NB20
0.564
0.753
1
0.655

PSM1APM
PSM2APM
PSM3APM

PSM1APM
1
0.802
0.768

PSM2APM
0.802
1
0.662

PSM3APM
0.768
0.662
1

PSM4CPI
PSM5CPI
PSM6CPI

PSM4CPI
1
0.527
0.47

PSM5CPI
0.527
1
0.4

PSM6CPI
0.47
0.4
1

0.599
0.707
1
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PSM7COM
PSM8COM
PSM9COM
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PSM7COM
1
0.476
0.622

PSM8COM
0.476
1
0.485

PSM9COM
0.622
0.485
1

PSM10SSF PSM11SSF PSM12SSF
PSM10SSF
1
0.599
0.56
PSM11SSF
0.599
1
0.572
PSM12SSF
0.56
0.572
1

MO1
MO2
MO3

MO1
1
0.322
0.475

MO2
0.322
1
0.354

MO3
0.475
0.354
1

MO4
MO5
MO6

MO4
1
0.451
0.321

MO5
0.451
1
0.518

MO6
0.321
0.518
1

MO7
MO8
MO9

MO7
1
0.714
0.597

MO8
0.714
1
0.538

MO9
0.597
0.538
1

MO10
MO11
MO12

MO10
1
0.752
0.553

MO11
0.752
1
0.533

MO12
0.553
0.533
1

MO13
MO14
MO15

MO13
1
0.82
0.582

MO14
0.82
1
0.61

MO15
0.582
0.61
1

Table 7: Correlation table
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C. Variance inflation factors
GVIF

Df

GVIF^(1/(2*Df))

sq_mean

2.263706018

1

1.504561736

iq_mean

2.459291898

1

1.568212963

svq_mean

5.424463078

1

2.329047676

us_mean

6.289079953

1

2.507803811

1.14873942

1

1.07179262

nbA_mean

2.608141798

1

1.614974241

nbB_mean

1.822639362

1

1.350051615

nbC_mean

2.571365887

1

1.603547906

nbD_mean

2.563006836

1

1.600939361

nbE_mean

2.623846702

1

1.61982922

nbF_mean

5.371054675

1

2.317553597

apm_mean

1.383686907

1

1.176302218

cpi_mean

2.297560134

1

1.515770475

com_mean

2.105509495

1

1.451037386

ssf_mean

2.511673509

1

1.584826018

moA_mean

1.677103921

1

1.295030471

moB_mean

2.063780933

1

1.436586556

moC_mean

2.265591858

1

1.505188313

moD_mean

1.41797991

1

1.190789616

moE_mean

2.3993895

1

1.548996288

1.204785367

1

1.097627153

age

1.47571049

1

1.214788249

city

1.166076271

1

1.079850115

factor(edu)

2.112761929

7

1.054881344

german

1.09682545

1

1.047294347

percent

1.754944135

1

1.324743045

factor(sector)

2.071988916

3

1.12909696

mmail

1.071960474

1

1.035355241

NrOfReportsUser

female

Table 8: Variance inflation factors
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D. Survey and Measures/Items
Item

Measures / Items

sq

System quality

SQ1
SQ2
SQ3

"Züri wie neu" ist leicht zu bedienen
"Züri wie neu" ist benutzerfreundlich
"Züri wie neu" funktioniert so, wie ich es erwarte
"Züri wie neu" erlaubt es mir, einfach eine Meldung
abzugeben
"Züri wie neu" verfügt über die notwendigen
Funktionen

SQ4
SQ5
iq

Information quality

IQ1
IQ2

Die Kategorien bei "Züri wie neu" sind zutreffend
Das Kartenmaterial von "Züri wie neu" ist aktuell
Züri wie neu stellt mir alle notwendigen
Informationen für eine Meldung zur Verfügung
Die Informationen zur Anwendung von "Züri wie
neu" sind fehlerfrei
Die bereitgestellten Informationen auf "Züri wie neu"
sind zuverlässig

IQ3
IQ4
IQ5
svq
SvQ1
SvQ2
SvQ3
SvQ4
SvQ5

Die Antworten, die ich von "Züri wie neu" erhalte,
gehen auf meine Bedürfnisse ein
Die Antworten auf "Züri wie neu" erfolgen rasch
Die Stadt Zürich nimmt meine Meldungen auf "Züri
wie neu" ernst
"Züri wie neu" ist im Sinne der Bürgerinnen und
Bürger entwickelt worden
Meine Meldungen auf "Züri wie neu" werden
passend beantwortet
User satisfaction

US1

US5

"Züri wie neu" erfüllt meine Erwartungen
Dank "Züri wie neu" wird mein Anliegen effizient
bearbeitet
Dank "Züri wie neu" kann ich einfach den
zuständigen Behörden eine Meldung abgeben
Meine Meldungen auf "Züri wie neu" wurden zu
meiner Zufriedenheit behandelt
Ich würde "Züri wie neu" wiederverwenden

nbA

Time & own-use

NB1

"Züri wie neu" spart mir Zeit
Mit "Züri wie neu" erhalte ich schneller Antwort als
über herkömmliche Meldeverfahren
Mit "Züri wie neu" bekomme ich Dinge schneller
geregelt
Dank "Züri wie neu" kann ich den direkten Kontakt
mit der Verwaltung vermeiden

US3
US4

NB2
NB3
NB4

IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model

IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model

Service quality

us
US2

Model

IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model

IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
IS success model
Net benefits
Net benefits
Net benefits
Net benefits
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nbB
NB5
NB6
NB7
nbC
NB8
NB9
NB10
nbD
NB11
NB12
NB13
nbE
NB14
NB15
NB16
NB17

XXII
Convenience
Es ist mir wichtig, dass die Benutzung von "Züri wie
Net benefits
neu" jeder Zeit möglich ist
Es ist mir wichtig, dass der Zugriff auf "Züri wie neu"
Net benefits
von überall möglich ist
"Züri wie neu" ist so flexibel (ich kann die Meldung
unterbrechen und später fortsetzen), dass ich nicht Net benefits
von anderen Tätigkeiten abgehalten werde.
Communication
"Züri wie neu" ermöglicht eine effiziente
Net benefits
Kommunikation mit der Stadt Zürich
"Züri wie neu" ist eine gute Möglichkeit mit der Stadt
Net benefits
Zürich zu kommunizieren
"Züri wie neu" ist eine zielgerichtete Weise um mit
Net benefits
der Stadt Zürich zu kommunizieren
Well-informedness & learning
"Züri wie neu" verbessert mein Verständniss für die
Dienstleistungen der Stadt Zürich
"Züri wie neu" erhöht mein Wissen zu Themen, die
mir wichtig sind
"Züri wie neu" erlaubt mir auf verschiedene
Bedürfnisse Antworten zu erhalten
"Züri wie neu" erlaubt mir Einfluss zu nehmen auf
Dinge, die mir wichtig sind
"Züri wie neu" verstärkt mein Gefühl, Teil einer
aktiven Demokratie zu sein
"Züri wie neu" gibt mir das Gefühl, dass
Entscheidungsträger mich anhören
"Züri wie neu" gibt mir das Gefühl, dass ich bei
wichtigen städtischen Angelegenheiten gefragt
werde
Trust

NB18

"Züri wie neu" dient dem Interesse der Bevölkerung

NB20
NB21

Attraction to politics and policy

PSM1

Ich interessiere mich sehr für Politik

PSM3

Net benefits

Net benefits
Net benefits
Net benefits
Net benefits

Net benefits

"Züri wie neu" benutze ich gerne, weil meine
Net benefits
Anfragen effizient bearbeitet werden
Ich kann mich immer auf "Züri wie neu" verlassen
Net benefits
Ich verlasse mich darauf, dass "Züri wie neu" seinen
Net benefits
Zweck erfüllt

apm

PSM2

Net benefits

Participate in decision-making

nbF

NB19

Net benefits

Mit anderen über Politik zu diskutieren, gefällt mir
sehr
Mir ist es wichtig, über politische Ereignisse immer
auf dem Laufenden zu sein

Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation
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cpi
PSM4
PSM5

PSM6
com
PSM7
PSM8
PSM9
ssf
PSM10
PSM11
PSM12
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Commitment to the public interest/civic duty
Es ist wichtig, zu Aktivitäten beizutragen, die soziale
Probleme angehen
Für mich ist es sehr wichtig, dass ich sinnvolle
Arbeit zum Wohl der Gesellschaft erbringen kann
Mir ist es wichtig, dass sich die öffentliche
Verwaltung für das Wohl der Gesellschaft einsetzt,
auch wenn dies gegen meine eigenen Interessen
läuft
Es fällt mir schwer, meine Gefühle zu verdrängen,
wenn ich andere Menschen leiden sehe
Im Alltag werde ich oft daran erinnert, wie abhängig
wir voneinander sind
Ich fühle mich mit Menschen, die sich in einer
Notlage befinden, verbunden
Eine Verbesserung für die Gesellschaft zu bewirken,
ist mir wichtiger, als persönlicher Erfolg
Ich bin bereit für das Wohl der Gesellschaft auf
etwas zu verzichten
Ich bin überzeugt, dass Bürgerpflichten vor
Eigeninteresse stehen sollen.

MO1

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich
Probleme melden konnte, die mich selber betreffen.

moB
MO4
MO5

Motivation

Ideology
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da es die
Gesellschaft weiterbringt.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich
denke, dass die gesamte Bevölkerung teilnehmen
sollte.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich
denke, dass eine Teilnahme eine Pflicht sein sollte.

moC

Altruism

MO8

Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da es mir
Motivation
ermöglicht mein Umfeld zu verändern.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich
Probleme melden konnte, die mich bei der Erfüllung Motivation
meiner Bedürfnisse gehindert haben.

MO6

MO7

Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation

Self-sacrifice

Own-use

MO3

Public service
motivation

Compassion

moA

MO2

Public service
motivation
Public service
motivation

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich der
Bevölkerung helfen konnte.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da es mir
die Möglichkeit gab, andern zu helfen.

Motivation
Motivation

Motivation

Motivation
Motivation
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MO9

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich die
Stadt unterstützen möchte.

moD

Fun

MO10
MO11
MO12

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da es
Spass macht.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich es
unterhaltend finde.
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da das
Melden von Problemen mir Freude bereitet

Motivation

Motivation
Motivation
Motivation

moE

Reciprocity

MO13

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich der
Stadt etwas zurückgeben möchte.

Motivation

MO14

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da die
Bevölkerung der Stadt so etwas zurückgeben kann.

Motivation

MO15

MO16

Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich
andere damit motiviere, dass Sie ebenfalls
Motivation
Meldungen abgeben, von denen auch ich profitieren
könnte
Bei "Züri wie neu" habe ich mitgemacht, da ich nur
Motivation
ausprobieren wollte, wie es funktioniert
Demographics

D1
D2

Bitte geben Sie Ihr Geschlecht an.
Bitte gebe Sie Ihr Alter an.
Bitte geben Sie die Postleitzahl Ihrer HauptD3_Text
Wohnadresse an.
D3
Stadt ZH oder nicht
Bitte geben Sie Ihren höchsten Bildungsabschluss
D4
an.
D5
Welches ist Ihre Muttersprache?
D6
Sind Sie berufstätig?
D7
Wie hoch ist Ihr Arbeitspensum in Prozent?
D8
In welchem Sektor Arbeiten Sie?
Ich habe mit mehreren Mailadressen an "Züri wie
D9
neu" teilgenommen

Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables
Control variables

Table 9: Survey (Universität Bern, 2016)

E. Regression Assumptions
Quality

Range

Figure 5: Normal distribution

Severity
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Quality
Range
Severity

Figure 6: Homoscedasticity
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F. Correlation plot of items MO1 to MO16

Figure 7: Correlation plot motivation

Statement of autonomous and independent work

XXVII

Statement of autonomous and independent
work
„Ich erkläre hiermit, dass ich diese Arbeit selbstständig verfasst und keine
anderen als die angegebenen Quellen benutzt habe. Alle Stellen, die wörtlich
oder sinngemäss aus Quellen entnommen wurden, habe ich als solche
gekennzeichnet. Mir ist bekannt, dass andernfalls der Senat gemäss Artikel 36
Absatz 1 Buchstabe o des Gesetzes vom 5. September 1996 über die
Universität zum Entzug des aufgrund dieser Arbeit verliehenen Titels
berechtigt ist.“

Bern, 23.08.2019

Stefanie Meili

Publication of the thesis
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Publication of the thesis
Master’s or Bachelor’s theses are in general made publically available at the
Institute ‘s library.
 Hereby I give permission to make my thesis publically available at the
Library of Information Systems.
 I do not want to make this thesis publically available.
Should there be a confidentiality agreement, it is the student’s responsibility to
get the practice partner’s permission for publishing the thesis. In this case, it is
necessary to include an agreement signed by the practice partner.

The grading of the paper will not be influenced by whether publication is
permitted or not.

Bern, 23.08.2019

Stefanie Meili

